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Not too long ago it became pouible for large scale
chips to be made. Intel rolled the ball with the 800e.
then rolled it some more with the 8(110. This year's real
winner looks like being the PACE chip, from National
Semiconductor. These things are oot easy to make.
The difficulty of making them is lIflormoosly increased
as they get bigger••nd a 16 bit CPu is awful big.
The $lory starts with a few enthusia$ls. a blackboard
and a whole crew who doubted it could be made at all.
Moby chip, as it was known, was oot a project for the
faint hearted.

The crooked tines on the blackboard soon became
straight and well defined. Very. This is the beginning
of the marks which OPtically define the position of every
tiny facet of the chip to be. The precision of the whole
process starts here, and hera also is the place where chips
can be designed not to work - tNery line is checked
and rechecked and ...

Now the magic begins. It starts with. sinlJle Cl'VSUI
of pure silicon. PURE silicon. The chip is made by making
partS of of it very slightlv impure -If there are impurities
already In the silicon, nothing wil! work. (Repeat.,ly chalk
sodium on the sidewalk outside a seml~onduclor house and
you are likely to cause people to have nervous bf lakdowns.)).
The silicon is $lIc«Ilnto wafers, the wafers are ground
optically flat, cleansed of scars Jnd cracks, and then processed.
BV etching. cooking, dafusing and OJIidising. Bear in mind
that we .re discussing an item so delicate that a human hair
look$ like a tree trunk beside it. Vet, this thing gets cooked
in an (Nen. Repeatedly. This r.lIv is the time for the good
fairy to come along .nd wINe her wand, though black magic
describes the process bener than science. Science there is,
for instance, each m85k $lep requires alignment. Precise
elilP'lment, for any error will plat' ~ things where they shol .d
not be, and the things to be olaced are very, vary small. And
there are many masks.
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Magic there is too. Sometimes the process works without
trouble. Sometimes the process is completelv lost aher
working perfectly for months, and if it can't be found
again, the product is dropped. This happened to one of
the larger, and better makers. TheV wife making a dtNica
which, lor this article, we wlll call a 2N4249. TheV then
made an improved version, the 2N4250. This was fina in
the lab. Fine in pre-production. But they forgot how to
make it, $lruggled and $lruggled to remember, couldn' t
and Quit making theml

Sometimes a particular person can make things when
others can't. There Is the tale of the big manufacturer
which was licensing a company in another country to
se<:ond source its product. They I8t up a production line
and taught the other company to run it. Proclucu, w.e
8l(cellent but somehow the deal went sour and the men
from the big company went home. And the production
stopped· nobody in the other company could mMlII98 to
make them any more.
Sometimes it is literallv a single penon. Some years
back a company was trying to make about 500 transi$lors.
They had to handle 1,()()[Nolts, so It wasn't easy. Out of
each batch, they Waf. lucky to get two which worked and
they wife losing there
and they were losing their shirt untit they noticed that one
employee, on the night shift, was making far more than all
the others combined. But when they watched her, she did
no better than anyone alse. The mystery was not cleared
up until someone who she knew was watching her wont
and chatting, very late one ni\t1t. She was loading a batch
into tha oven and , rather tentativelv, remarked that she
usually smoked a cigarette about that time. She was told
to go ahead, just do everything the way she usuallv did when
when she was alone. Semiconductors are processed in clean
dean rooms. so that was like a surgeon smoking over his
patient, but the batch turned out fine. Later experiments
5howed that tobacco smoke upped the yield for other
employees, but not bV very much and they never figured
out why, so she ....entually made the entire 500 units.

If the process could be really defined, the devices could
be reliably produced, but it is far too complex. In reality
it is much akin to cooking · one ounte of this, a teaspoon
of mat, a pinch of the other, then cook until it is just
ready for something else. When is it ready? Well, a good
cook lust knows . .. . The analogy goes further · if you
want. good meal, go to a restaurant with a good reputation. And if you lika to eat at the little place on the
corner which has those super exotic dishes, better hope
they keep their kitchen clean .....

After surviving all this brutal treatment, the wafer is
broken into pieces. E...en Moby chip can be made many
times on a singlewaf8f. Now comes the job of mounting
the final chip, the survivors that is.; obvious bad ones being
ruUed. The chip is placed gently and carefully into its
final position. and then the connecting wires are welded on.
Yes - welded - the final brutality.
~r;::;r.~~

PACE chip' actual size

The girls who do this work are carefulbut a few more chip$ bite the dust Mre. L .....ing
the survivors to go to testing..

The main testing mi!JChine costs $250,000
wi'! ich is one reason why the amateur can't
effecti...ely do it, even thou~ he has more time
to wortc. E...en National can't test for ....erything
Ind it I,"'t just the money. Moby chip has a
possible 337 instructiom. To test for ....ery
possible combination requires 337 factorial
tests - and this does not indude tile possible
patterns in the registers. Humans do not live
Ionll enoullh to exhaustive!.,. test items of much
complexity. E... en with millions in everyday
U58, some elTon may neve\'" be found. Someone
testing an 8000 recentlv rflpOrted to thfl Homebrew club that if it was given an Interrupt on
ooe particular dock pulse of one partiC\Jlar
instruction, it jumped to location zero. But the
fauh .... nished if the chip was clocked
slower.
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Bill Godbout has picked the winn'" of
the PCC Competition. They are,

list

Larry Pleskat -

12nd?
~~
~

3rd J. Aldridge -

PACE CHIP

8080 CHIP

8008 CHIP

You may be wonde'ing whO[ the name of
the second place winne, is. So are we.
" The winner forgot (0 sign his name.
The entry was written on plain lined
paper, sent in a company envelope, and
• was the only ont that was. If the wmner
~ will identify the name of the company,
and himself we will see to it that he receives
, his 8080 chip.

a
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NAll0NAL
SEMICONDUcroR
PACE was not easy to make. Moby chip has come
of age though,.nd is beginning to pour out from

National. Quite a few are pouring onto Bill Godbout's
desk • the beginnings of a torrent. to Judge from what
we hlYe seen of his kit.

Another complication comes about because
the testing does not ..,..te chips into good chips
...d b-' chips. This cannot be done for the same
reason that one cannot separate pies into good
pies IOd bad pies. The best pies are superb.
The wont: inedible. All the cook can do is to
draw an imaginary line, throw out all those on
one side and sell the other$. Knowing of course,
that his reputation as a cook depends on the
flavor of the pies.
If he is a good cook, he doesn't throw many
pies away and prOlP~ If not he goes under. The
word for this is yield, and a 70% yield, less than
one third thrown away, Is remarkably good. A
5'lI> yield will close out a product. The cost of
making I batch is identical whether it is good
or bad, and the cost must be recouped from
the sale price.
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Bill, by the way, recently bou~''It a lot of 4K EROMs
He sells them cheap, programs them for the buyer
and has an 8K Altair board to suit them. A lot of them
were ordered by a company which was going to sell
them with an assembler for the Altair. they cancelled
and so he has around 200 of his 8K boards. with 4K
of EAOM containing the assembler to sell .

3

Remember your first birthday?
Maybe the cake looked like this
Well, on your second birthday there were 2 candles, on your third birthday 3 candles, and
so on. As we grow older, the number of candles gets embarrassingly large and harder to
blowout.
Sooo ... why not try a binary birthday cake?

ONE YEAR OLD

TWO YEARS OLD

FIVE

THREE YEARS OLD

SIX

FOUR YEARS OLD

SEVEN

and sO on. With 4 candles, we can go up to 15 years old, with 5 candles, up 10 31 years old
and with 6 candles, up to 63.

39 YEARS OLD

58 YEARS OLD

But if you are 58, get people to look at the cake from the back instead of the front ...
in fact, if you don't put something on the cake to indicate the front, your age win be
ambiguous (unless, of course, it is a binary palindrome!).

How Do You Spell PEEPEL?
Look it up in the New Phonelic Spelling
Dictionary by Behzad Kasravi. First.
remove the vowels. then look up PPL
and find

PPL
PPL
PPL

People
Papilla

Aha! Here it is.

Pupil

In other words, this is a phonetic
spelling dictionary that goes strictly
by the pronounced sounds of the
consonanls of words.

A PALINDROME I

How many candles would Methuselah need?
How many candles would Gandalf need?
How many candles would a Dragon need?
And, for a1l you computer people out there-

Interested? Go to the source.
Behzad Kasravi
INTERBOND
P. O. Box 5566
Santa Barbara, Ca.
93108
(805)962-9905

......................... , ......••..•

Here is a cake with an extra BYTE
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nw foIlowiltfl.nk.'• .J.ptW/ from at;tIons of tIM ~tIOt!
In "krlnNk.,A1~/1dH Nrry a _ ' , DOME FILM.
Jerry /• .,., ~t of or",.., ."d_rtlor of BASIC,
tIN fJIOf/IWTIm«I Infttucrlon NIIt publllh«/ by Mf.lty" Son..
Geodesic domes have enjoyed a sort of 'adlsh
popularity in the last decade.. Because it CIIn be

__ own mathematically th.t domes enclose I maximum of volume with. minimum of wrface .ru,
everybody thought they would be economical of

building materials and therefore ecological. And
they might be, if you're worj(ing on the SClie of

domIng over whole cities. But on a people-size
scale, such 8S cabins, houses community gathering
places, or woritd'lopund the like, well, the theoretieal benefits tend to be off5et by realille considerations.
For example, if you're using lumber in your construction,
the way lurnbet' Is milled and 5heped makes It hard
to use economically in the dome part of. dome house,
where right (90 degree) angles don't exist. "Everything customized" is. lament of dornebuilders, and
it you aren't into hand-crafted hou5l8s, domes aren't
for you.
Domes do have some things going for them. They
cen be made in modules for portable shelter, such
1$ dome tents, wen circus or carnival big tops. You
can prefabricate the framework and other peru of
a dome, which is eHicient if it's done IICQJrately.
But mostly domes are popular for aesthatic reasons,
and for the subjective good feelings of baing in a round,
high-cailing, non-claustfophobic space. Geodesic
domes ara developed from the same set of very basic
geometric (Platonic) solids that includes the pyramid,
Ind for many people domes have the same sort
of fairly mystical good energy vibes that pyramids
are supposed to have.
A lot of experiments in domebuilding were done at
Pacific High School in the Santa Cruz Mountains of
California in the late '60'5, and this is where the
classic DDMEBOOK II was put together. When
Pacific decided to 90 residential/communal, a crash
program of dome construction started. The adults
-d kids at PHS did about 15 domes. '<Yin,
,.,
u, out various
desigos, materials and construction techniques. Those
domes and the Ol\8S in the Dome Film are spil'lOffs
of Buckminster Fuller's work in geodesic geometry.
You could ~y that Fuller opened the mathematical
door, then he patented and publicized some of the
"'bllities. ood ."-"y
oo..
........ --·'d
......... be called the pe'","
most responsible forwld.spread experiments in
dome building.

There is a problem with most owner·bullt domes:
'they leak. In fact I've never met a dome that didn't

leak - at least a little at the beginning of a rainy
teason. There ara three reasons for this: poor design,
poor construction, and pooI'malntenance, A dome
Is all roof and little or no wall. In a regular rectilinear
(lqUarishl building you have eaves overhanging the
walls and vertical windows helping block tha rain, but
In a dome all the wIndows are like skylights. and they
have to be installed and IUled like skylights. Also
the fact that window installation comes somewhat
late in the construction process, when people start to
get blown out, doesn't help the problem. And after
all the drying, warping, expansion and contraction of
the summer months, &earns and windows gat loose if
you h ...en't fig.Jred on that In your design and
building.

You CM! bJild your own dome. If you are InlDCpertenced
In construction, start modest, on greenhoulBS or Iheds
for practice. With patience, foresiJtlt and planning
you can build a sturdy, tight dome that will keep you
wann and dry, a handcrafted nest in the woods.
Tlwe were two bi~ personal benefits to me from wOft(ing
on this project. One Is the feeling in my hands and
heart that I can build my own good, Iturdy I'touse, dome
or otherwise, and that is a good feeling. ThallCond is
the ability to see and understand how almost any
structure is built. with some judlP'l'lent as to its condition and sturdiness.

Watertight seams that depend on caulk, hydroseal or
Iny chemical sealarwill just have to have some patching
lI'Iery year, you can count on it. At the first rains. I'd
go around with grease pencil and chalk and mark where the
drips seemed to be coming from. The next dry spell,
most leak places identified by these marks were
~.................~,~,~,~~
visually obl/ious on the outside. When I lived in the
7 '....' .
~
~
~I
Sun Dome at Pacific High one fall and winter, I got
~ The introductory section of the DOME FILM
flooded out on the first rain. That dome has pr.fab
•
d
nd'
L_' I
....
Ulclu es an outsta 109
presen
0 ~
triangles of aluminum sheets with wood·strut edges,
f nontecwuca
hich od
.
with adjacent edges of triangles bolted together, with
of the basic geometry rom w
ge esIC
~
a neoprene rubbef' "galiket" between tna wood. Nobody
-.! domes are derived, using a combination of
~
had tightened these bqlts since the dome had ~ put
~ computer animation, models and real structures.
-.!
together 5eIIerai years earlier. There were hundreds Of~
~ The computer graphics were filmed directly
S~
bolts; I felt like Chaplin in "Modem Times", But
~ fr
CRT dO I T ' X Re
I film
•
om a
ISP ay on nversa I at , ..
~
there were only two minor leaks to deal with after the
next rain.
12 fps, using a PDP-tO implemented program to "
~ USP by Bruce Baumgart.
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On the other
, the l1«t may come in with a
!h.ipment of grain
kingdom from the outer
provinces, just as supplies are running low, or the
exploration of neighboring lands mly resullln a border expansion, increasing the kingdom's acreage and
population accordingly.
The odds of any of these occurances happening In
a given year afe known, but the ruler has no direct
control over them; the distribution is rel.tively random.
This makes for an interesting (and sometimes frultrati;l8)

This is the story ofa computer game called KINGDOM,

which like many other computer games. is based on
the premise that there are a lot of thinp the liverage
person would like to do, but, for some reason or another,
cannot. To sadsfy these urges. there are games through
which it Is possible to land a spaceship on the moon,
quarterback a footbaU team, beat the house at the Las
Vegas blackjack table, or Indulge in any number of
similar acti ... ities. The game of KINGDOM adds one
more item to this list which seemingly appeals to every·
one: It lets you rule the world.
Just why everybody seems to ha ... e this comp:lision
to rule the world is still one of nature's great mysteries,
but when the KINGDOM game was created during the
laller part of 1972, it soon became apparent that
everyone who got to play the game turned out to ha... e
a little Alexander the Great (or, in some cases, Ivan
the Terrible) hiding inside them somewhere. Allowing
people 10 playa game which ga...e them a chance al
ruling the whole world hu a truly amazing effect on
some of them; but this is getting a bit ahead of the
story. Beller to start with the game itself.
What the KINGDOM game is, in effect, is a computeriled simulation of a very simple economic system,
In the form of a game. The overall premise of the
KINGDOM game is thai the player, with the help of
the computer, is put in charge ofa small, mythical,
and somewhat medieval kingdom. As the ruler of
this kingdom and its inhabitants, the player is expected to make certain decisions which will affect the
welfare of the kingdom. If the player is good at it,
the kingdom will survi...e and prosper; if the player Is
very good, the kingdom may eventually expand into
a worldwide empil£:.
The rtanlO for cJ,ooslng a medieval kingdom as
opposed to the United Sillies of Industrialized RUSSia,
for example, is to keep the rules of the game simple
enough to be undentandable (and If you have looked at
the state of the US economy lately, you may realize
how terribly complex the 'rules' can get, and the kind
of terrible mess you can get into by not totally understanding them!). The ruler of KINGOOM does not
have to worry about Urban DeYelopment, Defense
Spending,. Prohibition, Internal Revenue or lhe Garbage
Strike; he has only to keep the subjeclS of the kindgom
fed enough to prevent mass starvation and, hopefully,
tum a profit while doing so.
The prime means of support for the populace in
KINGDOM is agriculture; the people plant grain al the
beginning of each year, harvest it at the end, and survi...e
by consuming it throughout. At harvest time, the
harvested grain is delivered to the Royal Granary,
where It is put into storage. The court Scribe (in this
case, the computer) Is responsible for keeping track
of such things, and immediately after the harvest,
presents the ruler with a complete report on the resources of the kingdom, including the sile of the
harvtst, the amount currently In storage, the acreage
of land In the kingdom, and a complete census of the
population: how many subjects are present, how
many were added during the last year, how many
were lost.
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""'".TItere are, however, other factors which are at least
somewhat under the ruler's control. If the population
is underfed, there will be starvation in the land; if
enough people get hungry, there may be a food riot,
which is a form of social p~otest In which the people
break into the Royal Granary and make off with whatever is to be found (not 10 mention callinl the ruler.
few dirty names in passing). Conversely, if the ruler
overfeeds the popul.ce, it tends to increase by an
amount proportional to the surplus (the exact scientifIC explan.tion for this effecl has yet to be found, but
it is generally referred 10 IS the' Adam and Eve Law).
There are additional Hne points to the game which can
go withoul specific mention here; suffice ilto say that
there are enough to mike for.n inte~sting game.
With this information, It is now the dUlY of the
ruler to decide how much of the grain is to be distributed for food during the upcomIng year, how much
to be used for seed, and so forth. Grain also serves a
medium of exchange; the ruler has the option of using
some of his grain to buy land and expand the size of
his kingdom, or con... ersely, sell some of his holdings in
exchange for grain. Since the price of land varies from
one year to the next, it is possible for the shrewd ruler
10 run up • lidy proAl from such ventures; buying
when lhe price Is low, seiling when It is hIgh, eventually
accumulating a wealth of world-ruling proportions.
Each bushel of grain and each acre of land is con»dered as one 'unit' of wealth; if the ruler can accumu·
late one million units, lhe world ls his; he has 'won' the
game. There is. of coune, a way In which the game
mlY be 'lost'. To do this is ...ery simple; lose all your
subjects. The elUJtst way 10 do this is not 10 feed them:
if the Royal Granary is empty and there is no more
land to sell, or if the ruler decIdes to be greedy and
keep all the weallh to himself and negleclS the people,
he may Hnd the computer politely informing his that
he has just run out of subjects and is out of a job.
There are. as In any society, a number of absolute
rules which must be observed, even by omnipotent
monarchs.. In KINGDOM, each subject requires a
minimum of 10 bushels of grain per year IS food in
order to survive; each subject is capable of planting
and tending a maximum of2 acres of land; each acre
of land planted requires 3 bushels of seed. The ruler
may decide to starve his population, but he can't
feed them when the storage house is empty (after all,
people can't eat credit). If the ruler tries to ... iolate
a rule of this sort, it is the Scribe's duty to inform
that hI! has committed a no-no, and aslal for an alternate
choice.
Once the ruler hu made the required decisions, they
are/ino1; from this point on, the natural elements
prevail, and the ruler has no further voice in what progresses in the year which follows. Many things may
happen in a year: perhaps there will be rain, which in·
creases the harvest per Icre, or drought, which decreases
it. A plague may strike the people, drasticaUy redUCing
the population. An earthquake may destroy ... a1uable
land. A thid may break into the Royal Granary and
steal your grain. If this isn't enough, the Huns may
attack the kingdom, pUiaging your grain, killing your
subjects, burning valuable farmland and deSlroying
crops. If you survive all this, there is always the resident hoarde of rats, waiting to dive in and eat the
harvested grain as fasl as it comes In (if you can gel it
into the Granary _it will be safe) - good exterminators are hard to come by In medieval times.

Now that you h....e a general idea of what KINGDOM
is all about, it is time 10 get into what is perhaps the
most interesting characteristic of the game: It1 effect
on I1tll people who play il.

The true history of the game of KINGDOM began
in the fall of 1972, when it appeared on a Honeywell
6060 system at the Milwaukee Technical College, implemented by one of the authors of lhis article, who, at
that time, was an employee-student of the Physics
department there. After a few weeks of working out
the fine points of the game, It became 'a... ailable for
public consumption' (which means that anyone who
could get their hands on a copy of the program could
play it). This immediately resulted in a number of
problems, among them the fact that timesharing usage
on the Honeywell went up by a noticeable amount.
It was then that the strange effects of the game on
people first became noticeable as well Armed with
rule sheets, portable calculators, and various touches
of greed, a veritable army of students descended on
the system, each with his or her own 'Infallible system'
for winning. At. it turned out, none of these were
truly infallible, but they did their best, to the point
that a number of dep.rtments in the school banned
the playing of KINGDOM during regular c1.ss hours.
Sometimes it was just as much fun 10 watch someone
eJse play the game; this was great sport, especially
some of the Physics department staff, who would sit
at the terminal mumbling 'greed! greed!' as they typed
in various transactions, and cursed loudly as the Huns
attacked and made off wilh hardearned wealth.

Ten Dynuties made an Era, and at the end of each

Era, the computer spouted forth masses of printout
describing how the games were going. what strategy
was being used, and the facton used for mllklngdeclsions, the shortest successful game during each Dynasty
and the longest, and various other information, which
after an averlge day'l run, amounted to a pUe of
printout about one foot high.
Occasionally, programming bu~ in RAMSES would
result in some Interesting results; like the time the random
number generator got stuck and a game played ror ISOOO
yean (even RAMSES himself couldn't do that), or the
time the population was inadvertently set at zero,
resulting in the computer running through each game
trying to get rid of all of the kingdom's population,
then spending great amounts of time It the end of each
Dynuty trying to figure out why it wun't winning any
Having pretty weD saturated one tchool, I copy of
pm ••
the program was slipped into the Mlrquette University
By the end of the summer, various versions of
Computer Center in Milwaukee just before Christmas
RAMSES had played, as close as we are able to compute,
of'72 (arriving at the blck door in I plain brown
about I.S million games ofKJNGDOM. We never did
envelope in the deld of night), Ind, 10 and behold,
find any 'sure win' strstegies, though the computer
suddenly Ippeared on their timesharing system (which
did develop I mode of play which generally resulted
consisted of one antique IBM 360/30). Timesharing
in a better track record than the average human player:
usage on the system went up a few hundred percent;
For a numberof montlu, RAMSES held the school
mostly due to engineering students who, aner I hud
record for both the shortest and longest winning games.
day sliving over I hot slide rule (remember them?),
The
computer also found a number of interesting
would relax. by trying to rule the world I few times.
tactics for playing. most of which had been previoudy
The staff members It this comp center did not ban the
discoYered by human players (such as the trick of
game, nor did they complain about excessive computer
converting all your grain into land when the populltion
usap - they were too busy pllying the game themselves.
Out of all this playing came an interesting deYelopment: gets too large, enabling you to starve the populace and
suffer no lou of grain due to food riots, as the land may
a computer wu programmed to play the KINGDOM
be sold and re-converted to grain the next year).
game b)l ilS~/f. Though this may seem like I silly thing
for a big computer to be dOing. there was a deflnite
reason.
It seems that with so mlny people playinglnd
trying to win the game (and sometimes succeeding),
there was constant dbcussion and diSagreement on what
wu the 'best' strategy for success. Some players
believed that playingcon.servatlve was the answer: they
often had reigns which luted over 100 'years', carefully
maintaining a stable population and depending on the
natural course of events to eventually allow for a win.
Othen preferred the reckless style of play; pmbllng
on long odds with every thing they had, neglecting the
populace in the interest of a quick profit, keeping nothing
In reserve for hard times. The latter style of play (which
became known as KAMIKAZE KINGDOM) resulted
in an occasional win in record time, but with a majority
of games ending in spectacular wipeoutl due to one
Rlutral disaster or another.
The fonner camp believed that consistent winning
wu the object of a successful strategy; the latter Insisted
that the quick win was the thing. Neither &roup could
come up with a deflRite strategy whlc:h achieved either
goal, and, with the randomness involved in each game, a
meaningful comparison of two strstegies could not be
made Unlesl aterriflcaUy large number of games could
be played using each strstegy, which nobody (ourselves
included) was willing to do.
Our experiences with the RAMSES program provided
Enter the computer. To resolve the Irgumen!, the
us with three things: (I) an interesting experience in the
original authon of KINGDOM (namely us) spent most of construction of a self.leamlng. self optimizing program,
the summer of '73 writing and rewriting I monsterous
(2) the satisfaction of Icnowing that we [and the c0mprogram called RAMSFS. This program, which was run
puter] had pllyed more games of KINGDOM than anyone
on Marquette University's Engineering Department',
in the place, Ind (3) a lifetime supply of scrstch paper
old (and now defunct) IBM 7040 computer system,
to be written on the back of.
played the game ofKlNGDOM by itself, blinking its
We discussed our project with a number of people
console lights furioudy as it planted, harvested, bought
during that time, among them the local representative
and sold. Running at a rate of one game every S-IO
of ~EC, who thought it might be an interesting item
*ondl, RAMSES played the game in groups of 100
to write up for the DEC educational computer magazine,
games each (clUed. Dynasties), lOOking over its won/lost
.,EDU. Since one of the few thin~ we enjoyed more
record at the end of each Dynastyand modifying its
than playing KJNGOOM at that time was talking about
strategy accordingly to try to improve It. By changing
playing KINGDOM, a short article got written up and
the parameten of the RAMSES program, the computer
lent off to the DEC office for them to look over, and
could be in.tructed to play either conservative or liberal;
eventuaUy appeared in Eoo No. 12 (Summer, 1974).
'success' could be defmed IS either consistent winning
At the end of the article, we offhandedly mentioned
or fut winning of games. A sub-program of RAMSES
that if anyone wanted a copy of the program listing for
called PLAYER simulated the human player, and
KINGDOM, they could drop us aline requesting KlNG.
another sub-program called MASTER kept track of
DOM along with a stamped, self·addressed envelope
the game records and statistics, and based on these,
and we would send them one. After aU, why not share
juggled the parameten automatically in Starch of
the game with otherunrortunate computer freaks who
improving the play.
had never experienced KINGDOM before?

Our mistake was in underestimating the number of
computer frew in the country. For the next four
months after the article came out, we spent our eveninp
folding up liltinp and mailing them to New York,
Virginia, IUinois, Colorido, California, Arizona, Texas,
and halr the proyincet of Canada. We even scnt a copy
to a Navy Lieutenant in the Pentagon, where he put
it .:mto an HP2100c minicomputer system and wrote
back telling us Ibout all the Army mljon and colonels
who gathered at the computer center every lunch hour
and practiced ruling the world (yes folks, that's our
defense department at work): the only complaint he
received was that the Army brass got annoyed when the
Huns attacked and they had no retaliatory strike power
(as one pllyer remarked, "the least the computer could
do is let us bomb the bastards!").

At the presenl time, we can report that KINGDOM
is certainly alive and weU in I number of computer
centen around the country, satisfying that basic rulOo
th&-world urge for amateur Napoleon Ind Attilu and
Marie Antoinette. everywhere.
The last time we saw the game being played at
Marquette, il WQ running u Ihe second most popular
game in the center, riabt behind the Star Trek pme
~ ACEW AR· (perhaps this is because SP ACEWAR
lets the player rule the whole galaxy, whereas the
KINGDOM player mw:t be content with just the earth).
The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee has a number
ofveniol\l running on its DEC TSS/8 system, including
a recently added version written in Spanish for the
benefit of students and vlslton who are more comfortable
with that llngu~; other foreign language versions are
in the planning.
Some versions of KINGDOM on the larger computer
systems have been provided with the option of'save'
the statuI of a game in case the player Iw to leave in
the middJe, such that he may return and pick up where
he left off an hour later or the next day. A number of
modifications have been made in the game itself by
various indivduals, but there would be insufficient SpICe
to l.is:t aU the variltiOns here.
One fmal note, though: since KINGDOM was fll1t
introduced several yean ago, we have been Iccumulating
notes on pouible modifications, new options, and
various modifiCitlons which could be made in the game
to make it even more Interesting and/or challenging. If
time ever permits, we hope to sit down somedlY and
write a game of'super-KINGDOM' (tentatively named
EMPIRE), which would include such items as agrirultural development, mining and manufacturing,
trading and/or warfue with neighboring kingdom .. a
monetary syslem, military and poIJce forcea, civil
JCrvice, and perhaps even a multi-player option where two
or more playen compete (through the computer) for
control oi the resourCeL In the meantime, though,
there are other things to be taken care of, programming
to be done, billl to be paid, and so forth: and by the
way, we see the lunch hour is approaching - time to
go and rule the world again!

Lee L. Schneider
Robotics Ind Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory
UniversityofWiJconsin - Milwaukee
Todd L. Voros
A. O. Smith Corp.
Data Systems Division
Milwaukee
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"KINGDOM" fOR TSS/8 BASIC

II

Y[ItSION I

WE"

MOO 2

KEM I,..UTTEN 8YI

r.

""
.,•• ""
HEM
.0:[1'1

A.D. $1'111"

"'OHOS

l.. SCHNEIO[H

UIIIM~

COH~

•

"IL~AUI([[

IB

RANOQ'UZE

..
II.,,,

DC,. f"N,UZIJ_IHTcIHl(ZlhRHDUU)

3. DE,. rHL(Z2)."NHII~0)-Z2
3'
REM ."SET INITIAL PAHAMETEHS",

.,"
•• .,"
,
10'
'2.
'2'
'3.
'3'
'3'
'37
'3.

..

r.e

LET

LET Le-I"'6
LtT LI-3

LET
LET
LET

N~."N"('5)'15
L2."N"(25~)'250
NI.FNH(30~0).200e

L£T L3_0

LET H2_8
j>ptINT

.,"
HEM

,,, .,"

"'~KINT

,,., PoClHl

TEARLY

ptE~OHT •••

fORINT .......................

ct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

IS.

"!'lINT "REPORT FO/( YEAH ",T
PRINT
~HINT "r'O,",ULATION rs "'NB
l'iUNT "ACo<[S OF" L.AND OWNED "'L2
" . PRIHT "SUSHEL.S IN SlO-<-'G£ "'HI

'"
".
16'
"Pof'C£ OF LAND
PRINT
lB.
'" )'HINT

IS "JLI," 8US"'ELS PER ACRE"

.,"

'90
'91 HEM "'H[AD AHD VERlf" L.AHD

'92
e"
22'
e2'
e"
e3'
e ••

..,
250
e"
2 ••
2"
27.

",

2'.
2.'
290
295
3••
3.'
3'.
3"
32.
32'
33.
33'
333
33'
335
3"
3"
30
3"
3.'
35.
355
3 ••
3"
37'
3"
3.'
3.'
390
3"

"'"

PRIHT "HOW ... AHY AC~ES TO BUY?"
IHPUT B
LET B-IHT(B)
I ' B"8 GOTO 2020
IF a_It GOTO 278
LET A-HI ~lhLI
" A".I) GOlD 266
"'~IHT "YOuM STO~AGE IS OHLY "'HI'" BUStlELSI"
GOTO 215
LET HI-A
LET U::"U!+B
"~IHT "TO SELL'"
IHPUT C
LET C_INT(Cl
"
C .. tI GOlD 211!2i!
I ' c .. \t GOlD 325
LET A_L2_C
IF A.... 1f GOTO 315
PICIHT "YOU O:.lL1 0 ..... "'L2," AC«:ESI"
GOTO 270
LET l.2-A
LET HI.r..... C.l.1
I' ca+C).1I! GOlD 33S
"HINT "TKAH::>ACTJON HESULTSr LAND ",l.2," ACHES' GoIAIN "'HI'" BUSHEl.S"

"'"
.,"

REM ••• T[ST 'O~ "',, •••
.,

(L2+NI~LI)

I' HI.'" GOTO
HEM
"'"

"'"

.25

0'
'5O
."

."

•• 1 GOlD 2110
<I~

••• IC£AD AND VE~I'Y '000 AND S£EO Al.l.01MENT •••

"~INT
~ICIHl

"1"1010 KAHY BUSHELS 'OK '0001"

INt'I,IT N2

H2·.H1(N2'
• , H2cB GOlD 2820
LET A"HI-H2
IF A•• " GOTO 390
"ICINT "YOU~ SIOICAGE IS ONLY "'HI," BUSHEl.S,"
GOTO 3~
l.ET H•• "
I ' HI_0 GOTO <l9U
P~INT
fIIA'1V ACPiES TO BE Pl."NTEO?"
lH"UT L3
1.ET 1.3.'NT(1.3)
I ' 1.3 .. 0 GOT3 21f20
I ' 1.3,,0 GOTO see
• ,. (l.2-1.3) ,..~ G010 ,Ult
,.PiIHT "tOU OHl.Y O~.~ "'L2," ACHES."
GOTO 400
IF (2'H0-1.3) ... " GOTO <ISS
.. RINT "YOUIC o"Ol'ULATION I~ O:.lLY "'He," I'EOPl.EI"
GOlD 41t1)
1.ET A•.~I -:hL3
IF A... e GOTO 475
",UNT "YOUIC STOICAGE IS OH1.1' "'HI'" BUSHELS."
GOTO 40"
LET Hi"A
I' NIO·0 GOTO sed
PMIHT
t'PiINT "SlOHAGE IS NOW E... PT1' ••• GOOD LUCK."

......... ,,
.,.
.....,
.......,.
.........",
.., "'""'"
.2 •

T~AHSACTIDHS •••

",,0"

'95 PiE", ••• CO",PIJTE [FFECTS OF FOOD A1.LOTMENT •••

~
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The game of KINGDOM is based upon the premise that
the player is to act as the ruler of a mythical, medieval
country. The ruler must make decisions which maintain
the kingdom and advance the player toward the goal.
The goaJ of the player is to rule the world. This is
accomplished by collecting a total wealth equal to, or
exceeding, one million units. Wealth is measured in terms
of two quantities: acres of land owned, and bushels of
grain in storage.
At the start of the game, the player is assigned an
initial population, a parcel of land, and a storage house
of grain. At the beginning of each year, the player must
make decisions which will concern the transaction of land
and grain, allot food to the popUlace, and specify the
amount of land to be planted. A yearly report is printed
at the beginning of each year, giving the total resources of
the kingdom at that time.
If the player makes a decision which exceeds the
limits of the total resources at Ihat time, the player is
infonned of the error and the question is repeated.
The player wins at any time when the total wealth
(acres plus bushels) equals or exceeds, one million units.
The player loses if the total population reaches a value of zero.
Game constants are of three basic types. The first are
absolute constants, which are fixed at the same value throughout the play of the game. The second type are factors which
are always present, but change on a fairly random basis each
year. The third type is usually referred to as random occurrc=ncc=,
which governs a number of happenings which mayor may not
occur in a given year, based upon a standard fixed percentage.
AU user input is in the fonn of numeric vaJues. The user
may tenninate the play at any lime by entering a negative
value in response to any question.

-

--

530 LET '1'-'( .. 1

LET

NJ~fN"CN0/J.3)

510 LET
51S LET

N4afN"'N~/4+2l

S~S

NS:N~·IN1(N2/10)

520 IF ",S,.0 GoTa 560

525 IF NS~0 GOlD 59~
535 LET A.FN~(3-NS/~)
536 "'r1IN!
540 P,HNT "."1'"000 SU"-l'l.US".

POPULATION JNC~EASE "'A

545 LET N5"16
550 U:T N3"NJ+A

55S GOlD SYd
560 If (FNLCS.CNS-2») "0 GOIO 590
565 LET AsFNrI'{NS*Nll/(2'N0»

The following are absolute game constants:

511.a Pr<INT

FOOD - Each subject of the kingdom requires a minimum of
I 0 bushels of grain per year for use as food.

515 "RIN! ..... 1"000 "lOT:; ••• ",A," BUSHELS LOST"
580 LET NI"'NL-A

590 IF F"NLCle)

>"

GOlD 620

SEED - Each acre of land planted requires 3 bushels of grain
per year for use as seed.
LABOR - Each subject may plant a maximum of 2 acres per
year.

595 LET A;!NTCN0/J,.FNK'N0/2+2l
591 "EM
59ij r<EM ••• COMI'UTE r<ANOOM OCCUKANCES •••
599 REM
600 "l(tNT

605 I'MINT " ••• "LAGUE ••• "'A," OlEO"
611:l LET N4=N,uA

The following aTe variable

620 IF'" F'NLC ioU ,.0 GOlD 61"
625 LET A=F"N,HN0/SH·lo'lHN0/S)
630 LET 8 2 FNrlCNI/20)+INTcNl/20'

635 LET C·FNr<CL2/SUl
640
6<15
650
65S
660
665
670
675
661:1
61:15
691f
695
700
70S
710
71S
720
725
730
73S
740
7~S

750

755
760
765

770
t75
760
785
790
795

800
80S
810
815
820
ae5
830
835
840
845
850
851
852
855
856
1357
1360
865
87"
875
889
885
tI\I~

895
900
90~

910
915

t',UNT
.. WINT " ••• HUNS A1TACK .....
I-'I'(INT A'" PEO?LE KILLED ",B," BUSHELS TAt<EN "JC," ACRES OESTROYEO"
LET N~aN~+A
LET NI-NI-8
LET L2aL2-C
IF' F'NLCIS) .. e GOTO 70S
LET A·F'N~(?e)+I~
LET B"F'N~CN"+250"50
PRINT
P~INT "."*BOrtOEI< EXPANSION.". YOU GAINED ",A," PEOPLE' ",8," ACRES"
LET N3'"-N3+A
LET L2*L2+8
LET N0,.Na+N3-N4-N5
IF N0<*tI GOTO 2015
t'riINT
t'iUNl N3," Ati!RIVEO"
~riINT N5," DIED OF' SlAriVA110","
PfltNT N,II," DIED NATUrtAL CAUSES"
IF' F'NL(l0) .. ", GOlD 760
LET A-F'N~(NI/2~)+lNT(Nl/20)
PI'IIIIIT
t'I'IINr . . . . . l ·Hf,:I'"r ••• ",A," BUSHELS SrOLf,:"'''
LET NI~NI-A
IF' F'NL(10) "0 GOTO 785
LET A=F'NH(L2/10)+INTCL2/201
PRINT
PHINT ......... "*.EAriTHIJUAKE •••••••••• ",A," ACRES DESTROYEO"
LET L2-L2-A
IF' F'NL(15) "0 GOro BI0
LET AaF'NR(100+INTCL2/100»+500
!>MINT
PRINT .... "GRAIN SHIPMENT AI'I~IVES" •• ",A," BUSHELS"
LET NI ItNI +A
'I'" F'NLCIS) .. '" GOTO 635
LET Ll=F'NH(2)+1
P/"IINT
1-'/"1 I NT ..... OMOUGHT .....
GOTO 860
IF' FNL(l5) "0 GOTO 852
LET LlaF'N/"I(3)+7
PrilNT
paiNT ..... RAIN •• " ..
GO TO 860
LET LleF'NIf(4)+3
REM
riEM ••• COMPUTE HARVEST •••
MEl'!
LET A=Llot;L3
LET B~F'NIf(A/2)
LET C:A-8
PlflNT
.. tlINT
If A*'" GOTO 9HI
PlflNT ""A~V£.Sl WAS ",LI," OUSHELS PER ACME F'OR A ToTAL "'A'" BUSHELS"
PI<INT "LOSS TO i<AIS ",B," aUSHEUi, NEl HA~VEST "'AS "IC," BUSHELS"
LET Nl *NI+C
GOTO 130
PI'IINT "HAriVEST WAS "JLIJ" BUSHELS PElf ACriE FOR A TOTAL "IAJ" BUSHELS"
GOTD 900

201:10 tl:E.M
2001

ifF-/'! .""S"ECIAL MESSAGES F'01f ENDINGS •••

2002 REM
21)10 I-'HINT
2011
2", 12
2015
2016
2020
2021
2046

Pt<INT ..... CONGMATULATIONS ••• YOU NOW ri:ULE THE WORLOl"
GOTO 2029
t'rtiNT
f'tlINT " •• *OIASTEih • • • THERE AlfE NO MORE I'EOPI.£ LEF'TI"
"riINT
"'I'IINT "YOU;< ri:EJGN LASTED "IU" ~EAri~"
END
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factors~

LAND PRICE - (expressed as bushels per acre) - normally
varies between 3 and 6 bushels per acre, unless affected
by the occurrence of rain or drought. The harvest per
acre for a given year becomes the trading value for the
following year.
POPULATION - normally varies by 20 to 40% due to natural
causes, unless affected by other natural occurrences.
GRAIN LOSS - from 0 to 50% of the harvest of a given year
may be lost to rats. Only the harvest (not existing grain
in storage) is susceptible to attack.
OVERFEEDING - a food surplus occurs when more grain is
aBated for food than the minimal requirement. There is
about a 50% probability of gaining one person for each
20 bushels over the minimum.
UNDERFEEDING- the ruler may starve off 2 persons per
year without ill effect. Each starvation over 2 increases
the probability of food riots by 5% each. A food riot
may result in a loss of up to 50% of the grain in storage.

The following are purely random factors: (the probabiLity of
the event'soccurrence in any givenyear is given in parenthesis):
PLAGUE - (10%) - may reduce population up to 80%.
THEFT - (10%) - may reduce grain storage by up to 10%.
EARTHQUAKE - (I 0%) - may reduce acreage by up to 15%.
ATTACK BY HUNS - (10%) - may reduce population up to
40%, storage up to 10% and land lip to 2%.
RAIN - (15%) - increases harvest to 7, 8 or 9 bushels/acre.
DROUGHT - (15%) - decreases harvest to I or 2 bushels/acre.
GRAIN SHIPMENT - (15 %) - increases grain storage - depends
on the size of the kingdom (acres of land).
BORDER EXPANSION - (15 %) - increases population and
land holdings - depends on present population of kingdom.

CHam~ ~OR I~SIC

**
**
***
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
fPl ***
***
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

The game of CHOMP was introduced in Martin Gardner's Mathematical Games
Department of Scientific American for January, 1973. It was invented by
David Gale at UC Berkeley.

This version is OUf frrs! pass. We changed the rules somewhat from the published
version. Not only that, but this version doesn't play the gamt: at an - it JUSt
keeps nack of the moves and informs the loser (who already knows he lost,

anyway).
Scientific American has described some winning strategies for boards of given
sizes. In our version the players INPUT the dimensions - makes it harder [0
figure: out the trivial wins. The rest of the way our program works should be
clear from the directions. We're still finding out how kids solve the puzzle of
deciphering printed rules to games (this is a game in itself sometimes). The
program runs on HP 2000 series, and on 8K PDP8/L with Edu 20.55.
Published in PCC. Volume 1, Number 3.

Peter Lynn Sessions
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CHam~ ~OR laal
Any number of players can play CHOMP. It is played (in this version) on an
8 by 8 board of +'s and ·'s in the upper right hand corner. Players take turns
chomping until one player is forced to take the poison·. To take a Chomp,
you type in the letter and number of one of the +'s. That +, and all of the
+'s to the left and below disappear. No fari chomping empty space.
This version of CHOMP uses the Mark-8 with the TV Typewriter I and an
ASCII keyboard. The TVT is on output POrt 1, and the keyboard is on input
port o. Strobe lines are appropriately connected (as shown in the diagram).
First load the "Load Comments" program then interrupt with a Restart 005.
Now set the switch register to 300 (NOP) and type in me comments using
returns and line feeds as shown. The output 0 LED's will count characters as
they are loaded. LED's should read 365 when done.
Now load the program from 0 000 to 0 164. Interrupt with 005, then set
switch register to 300, home lVT and press any key. When the game is over
clear the screen and hit any key to play again. Have fun!
May 20, 1975
Published in Micro 8 Computer User Group
Cabrillo Computer Center
4350 ConsteUation Rd., Lompoc, Ca. 93436

Phil Mark
12 Woodland Road
Weston, MA 02193
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• Remove jumper!
•• R~move cursor C16
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WIT(JDY
THIS GAME USES A MASKING TECHNIQUE AND
SEVERAL RANDOMIZING SEQUENCES. HAS LOTS
OF ACTION TO KEEP THE PLAYER INTERESTED.
MACHINES WITH BEITER STRING FACILITY CDULO
PROBABLY REDUCE THE PROGRAM A BIT.

150

II' ,l:lolTHEN 130
RETlJ~N
F'$~"WITCtiY"\f'RI

riEM KNOC~iNG BOAriDS OUT OF' THE fENCE
A= RND(0)\IF A<.17 THEN 140
IF A<',33 THEN 141\ IF'A<.5 THENI42\IFA<.67THENI43\IF'A<.B3THENI44
JI;$=" XAXJ{X"\OJi=" 00000"\6OTI50
X$='"X XXXX"\Oii="O 0000"'GQTI50
X$=uXX XXX"'O$='"OO 000"'GOTI50
X$="XXX XX"\O$="OOO OO'"\GQTI50
X$="XXXX X"'O$="OOOO 0"\GQTI50
X$="XXXXX '"\0$='"00000 "\GOTI50
Hi="\\\\\\"\ REM MIXING UP NAMES
ON (INT(<'RND(X"UHD/20»)+~ OOTO 153.154.155.156.157
G$=A$\H$=C$\I$=F'$\J$=D$\K$=B$\GOTI60
GS=BS\H$=D$\IS=A$\JS=f$\K$=C$\GQTI60

152
153
154
155 G$=C$\Hi=F'$\I$~B$\J$=A$\K$=D$\GQTI60
.
156 GS=D$\HS=A$\I$=C$\.1S=B$\)($:::F'$\GOTl60
1 REM "WITCHY THE NAME WITCH" st THE OLD SOLDIER (WALTER E W~LLIS)
157 G$=F!i\H$=B$\I$=D$\.1i=C$\K$=AS\GOTl60
2 REM ~IGHTS SHA~ED WITH P.C,C, to BENEfIT COMMUNITY COMPUTER CENTERS 158 HEM BUILDING FENCE

O.S.

<J-C

.Q riEM SET UP FON: PDP-BL. EDU20-C '
5 PRI\f'ril\PRI
8 RANDOM
9 Z:::1
10 PRluHELLO THE~[. DEARIE. I AM WITCHY THE NAME WITCHI" •
15 PRJ"I HAVE CAPTURED fOUR OF 'tOUR FRIENDS AND AM HOLDING THE"'''
20 PRI"fOR RANSOM. IF' YgU WANT ME To RELEASE THEM. YOU MUST"
25 PHI "TELL ME THEIR NAMES,·'
30 GQSUB 100
3.Q I f Z>I THEN 100
,
'
35 PRI"THANK YOU DEARIE. "[$" • CACKLE .. CACKLE"\FOH:1=ITQ20\PHICHX$(7).
36
.Q0
41
45
50

NEXT 1
f'riI"YOU fOOL. IT
PRI"!T \liAS THEI~
PRI"AND YOU GAVE
f1~I··WHEHE I HAVE

WASN'T YOUR FRIENDS I WANTED."J
NAMES I I I"
NOW UNLESS ' YOU CAN GUESS"
THEM To ME"CHR$( 7 )..
HIDDEN THEM, YOUR F'RIENDS WILL HAVE TO GO THROUGH"

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
170
171
172
173

F'OR 1=1 to 5\ Pt<I X$"
"J \ NEXT!
f'ril CHriS(13)J
fOR 1:::1 TO 5 \ PRI as"
"J\ NEXT I
PRI CHri$(13)J .
REM HIDING NAMES
f'RIG$.HS.I$.J$.K$
f'RIuFENCE 1·· ... F'ENCE 2"."F'ENCE 3 ..... FENCE .Q ..... F'ENCE 5"
PRI
F'OR 1=1 To 5 \ . PriI"O.K •• WHO'D I HIDE BEHIND FENCE "I" "J
INPUT Li
ON I GOsua
180.182.184.186,188
NEXT I

179

riE~

181
182
183
J84

185

55
56
60
65
67
69
71

PHI"LIFE WITHOut NAMES, HE HA HO HU H£E HAAIIII! I"!
'186
FOri J:::I To 10 \ PRI CHH$(7)J\NEXT I
187
PNI
188
PRI"I HAVE HIDDEN EACH NAME BEHIND A FENCE THAT LOOKS LIKE THIS,"
l59
PR.I \P~ ITAB <30 )"xXXXXX"CHR$ ( 13) TAB (30 )"OOOOOO"\PR I
190
PRI"THERE ARE 6 SOARDS IN EACH FENCE. IF A BOARD F'ALLS DOWN"
191
PiO"(AND ONE ALWAYS DOES) YOU CAN SEE ONE LETTER OF THE NAMEfOJ
192
12 PriI"SEHINO"J
195
13 PRI"THE FENCE, (I CUT OFF ALL LETTERS OVER 6 AND ATE THEM)" 196
PRI"IF YOU GUESS WHICH NAME IS BEHIND A FENCE. I LET THAT NAME GO·" 197

,.

76 PRI"IF toU GUESS WRONG. I '- EAl' THAT NAM£.- ·
78 PRI·'IF YOU PICK MY FENCE SY MISTAKE I EAT tOUR NAM,E AND THE GAME"
80 PRI"IS OVEK. YOU l.OSE."
8~ PRI'"IF YOU GUES:;; MY F:ENCE ON P,URPOSE. I EAT MY NAME AND YOU WIN."
84 PRI"NAMES MUST BE SPELLED EXACTLY THE SAME .. OR THEY DON'T COUNT. to
86 60 TO 130
100 PriI"WHAT IS YOUR FIRST FRIEND '5 NAM["J\lNf'UT A!i
105 PRt'"wHAT IS tOUR SECOND FriIEND'S NAME"J;\INPUTS$
110 PRI'·WHAT I!5 YOUt( THH~D FriIEND'S NAMEffJ\lNfo"UT CS
liS PRI"~HAT IS YOUK FOUriTH fRIEND'.s NAME U I\lNPUT 0$
120 PRI"ANO WHAT IS to\Jri. NAME. DEARIEuJ'INPUT E$

,

CHECKING GUESSES

180 IF L$=G$ THEN 190 \

198
200
201
202
203
210
212
213
214
216
218
'.

I f Gi=l'$ THEN 200\Pltr"YQu MISSEDI ..
PRI"IT WAS "G$I\ GOTl92
IF L$=H$ THEN 190 , IF H$=F$ THEN 200 \ PRI"YOU MISSED I ..
PRI"lT WAS" HSJ\GOT 192
IF' L$=!ii THEN 190 \ IF IS=Fi THEN 200 \ Pf<I"YOU MISSED! ..
PRI"n WAS "I$J \ GOT 192
IF LS=J$ THENI90 \ IF'J$:::fS THEN 200 \ PRI"YOU MISSEDt "
PRI"l1' WAS ".1$J \ GOT 192
IF L$=KS THEN 190 \ IF' K$=FS THEN 200 \ PRI"YOU MIS~EDI ..
PRI"IT WAS '"K$J\ GoT 19.2
IF' L$=F$ THEN 195 \ PRI"YOU GUESSED IT. IT WAS "Li
PH:I"YOU MUST HAVE PEEKED. BUT I "LL FOOL YOU NEXT TIME,"\;(ETURN
pXl CHR$(l3) J\PRITAB( 7)1$" M-M-M. THAT WAS DELICIOUS. ~ ,"\RETURN
PRP'CURSES. YOU TRAPPED ME .. NOW I HAVE TO EAT MY OWN SWEET NAME"
PRITAB(30)F'$J CHR$<l3)JTAB(30H$
PRI"OUCH. THAT , HURTt II IF I KNEW WHO I WAS. I'D GETCHA."
Pj{I"YQU WIN. "ES\ GOT210
FOj{ J=l TO 20 \ PRICHH$(7)J\ NEXT J
PRI"I GOTCHA '"E$JCHK$<l3)JTAB(9H$ .. M-M-M
GREATIJ'"
PRI"THE TASTIEST NAME YETI" PRI"SEE tA LATER. WHATZISNAME,"
FOR J=1 TO 3 \ PRI \ NEXT J
PIU"wAN'T TO PLAY AGAIN. DEARIE "J
Z=Z+1
INPUT Mi \ IF MS="YES·· THEN 30
PH I '·0. K.. SEE YOU LATER. FELLA.,. U
END

II

;

AlTA/II ""

CRITICISM and
The article referred to bv Mr. Ivanhoe requires
some explanation on my part as well as my own
kind of apology. Perceptive readers may have

noticed that the title and graphic treatment did
not quite fit the: contents of the article, which
was a highly favorable: review of the Altair 8800
hardware.

I had written a relatively unfavorable review
of the Altair on the: basis of inspection of an
early model shipped to pcc. Based on what I
and others saw In that unit, there would be
noise problems. An early phone: conversation
with Ed Roberts of MITS led me to believe that

he had given up tl}'ing to suppress the no~ and
was placing his hopes on the observation that
the noise: reduced somewhat as mOfC modules were
plugged in.

Noise: is an elusive: thing. and the design considerations involved in its suppression arc of the
sort that are more a matter of style man of
rigorously defined technique. The only real
way to detennine the noise sensitivity of a
design is to observe it in operation. The 8800
which we had been sent was incapable of doing
anything except Dompier's music program,
which works by using the pickup of the noise
on a radio.

pce was about to go to press when a call
came in from Ed Roberts on another matter.
Since J consider myself a journalist as well as
an engineer, I decided to read the article to Ed
over the phone.
His answer was, essentially, that "the problem
las been flXed and everyone has been told
about it but you". I would be making a fool of
myself if it went out as it was. With no way to
check out Ed's statements before the deadline,
I decided to rewrite the article to reflect Ed's
statements .
.thould have witheld the article u.a6leome confinnalion c:ou&d be obtained.. I traded off my intevity for
both ml own conymience and for the preauned co.. yenience 0 PCc. As a jounWin I mutt apoilope for thia.

A, an englnur, I fetl thot my apology 'hould be
of a more useful nalUre. Accordingly, I funlt been invesrfKotln, the problem' with the Altair 8800 and
am make lOme ,tatemen" and sur:gtstion, with confidence.
First· the Altair 8800 has no noise problem inherent
In the bus, memory or processor that would preclude
operallon with reasonable reliability.
Second - the bulk of the problems with the 8800
can be traced to three sources:
(I) Inadequate power supply bypassing on the
front panel circuit board.

(b) Interactions between dynamic memory
refreshing and the processor during critical
transient conditions such as direct memory

""'...

(c)Processor chips carrying the sumx "·8",
which appear to have reduced margins.
In several cases problems observed with
these chips were resolved by substitution
by others of the same type or of standard
Iyp"
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Mr. Lee Ftlsenstdn
Computer Company

Ptopl~s

Dear Mr.

F~lsens"in.

I read your article on page 22 in "P.CC"
vol 3, issut 5, and for a moment I thought you
were writing not about Mrrs but another
company. I am not aware ofwhilt is the source
ofyour information but ifIt is the maurof
ALTAIR,whlch I susp«t, you are showing only
one side of the story, now here is another side.
I read the advertisnntnt of Mas in "Radio
Electronics" Ftbruary 1975 Issue and took all
their claims at face value and wrote to thnn immediately on the 28th Ftbrufll')', 1975 enelminl
a bank draft for 1665 plus 115 airfreight to COper
lhe cost on on~ of their Altair 8800 computers
and at the SDme time requesti", information on
interf«illl thdr IfJIIChine to a Fadt input/output
typewriter Informllll thnn thot our electricity
.wIS 240 voll$ 50 cycles. On the 6th Morch I
\Wl7te again tlJkifll infonnation on uslnl Altair
8800 COmputtr for numtrlcal control on two
and three axis mQChines with stepping motoT:t
I'tceiving no reply 1 wrote again on the 19th
and 24th March and 16th May to find out
what was hoppening about my Computer.
E\lenlUaJly on the 10th June I ret:eiPed my computer by air, paid 160 airfreight charges and
noticed thot no communication whatever
IlCCOmpanled thu and no mention 0/ the refund
of the IH already pIIid for freight. When I
opened the computer I found thot the power
IfUpply waf for 100 1I00ts and Ihre~ or four capoclton in the pOtWT supply hod b«ome undone
/rom the wire Itods. As there was no physical
~ to the parrtl nor the computer this
could only indicate poor qwUity of the componmts. I wrote to them explaining whDt had happenmon the 10th Jun~and again on the 11th
AUfUst but to thudate IluNe not receiPed a
reply.

em

It u quite apporent there is no agreemtJIt IJr.
twun your story and mine tU far as service and
quoJity of ctrpIICitors are concerned. As to the
quality of the computer itsel/, so far I cannot SII)I
a thing tU for ol!vkJus mllons I am not in a
poSition to use it.

CI2ITICI~,"
Third - I recommend the installation of 0.1 uf

disc ceramic capacitors belween the +S volt and
ground pins oflC's U,A,x,T,B, and D of the front
panel circuit board.

If dynamic memory is used,' recommend that
the "reset" switch be conditioned so that the
signal to Ihe processor is free of bounce. One way
10 do this involves paralleling the switch with a
0.1 uf clpacitor and adding components to the
processor board to create a Schmitt trigger circuit
USing pins 1,2,and 3 of IC R. (see schematic).
On the memory boards (dynamic only), I
recommend cOMecting • jumper between pins
II and 16 oflC I (74123/AM26LI13), as weD as
Ufting pin 10 of IC T and jumpering it to pin 11.
For reliable operation of both dynamic and slatic
memory in the same machine, I recommend using
a capacitor no greater than 4700 pf for C7 on the
front pinel board.
(J am making available a kit of parts and .::omplctc
instru.::tions for .::anying out the abOllc modi6.::aDons.
It is being markcted by Pro«ssor Tc.::hnology In.::,
246S Fourth St., Bcrkeley CA 94710. Pricc is $).00).

Hal Singer's Micro 8 Nt!WSlelter contains another
by Dave TritSCh, who relays a modification

~ggeJtlon

done on his Altair by Don Tarbell of the Southern
OJlifomia Computer SOCiety. It involves breaking
the connection on the front panel botIrd from pin
I of IC G to ground and jumpering pin 1 to pin
13. 17lu is J4id to fIX intennfltent operatjon of the
deposit switch
Lcttertl to PCC have indicated various levels of
reaponsiveneet on the part of MITS to problems of
purchaacra. MiMing patUllCem to arriYe much
Cuter than respon&el to inquiries about ahipments.
and applicationa and interfacing information lltema
to haVc the lowc:a priority at MITS. This wt
cheelYation teema reMOnable, since "cuatomer
enginceri"8" must prelty obviously be traded 0((
in exchange for the low purchaae price.
Re.ders should note that I am makin, no statement!
reprdina MITS' software, nor am I imputing any
motive to anyone invotved in that corporation. PCC
and I welcome any rapome that MIT'S would em to
mike to this article or the acc:ompanyinc Jeller.

Lee Felsenstein

I feel that you hav~ two oJtenwtives: Either
show this leller to somebody responsible at
MlTS In the hope that after you giving them
IfUch a beautiful and free write-up, they might
fetl morally obliged to prove your story comet,
IN. efs~ publish my Ittter in order to keep faith
with your readers. thw showinl two sides of
the slory.
I will be obliged ifyou let me hear personally
what action, ifany. you choose to take.
yours faithfuUy,
Mark Ivanhoe
67 Blaclahow Avenue
Mortdale, NSW 2223
AUSTRALIA

LGC Enaineering
1807 Delawaft St.
Berkeley CA 94703
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[llIT[J~ES
NEW T HINGS no. 1
A new 6800-based microcompu ter system
was dCPIonstrated .t the Sept. 3 meeting of lhe
Bay Area Homehrew Computer dub. The manufacturer- Io-be wanta to avoid being buried u nder
a mountain of inquiries un til things are a little
fu rther developed. Still, we can describe !iOIIle of
the features here.

Softw are features the standard 6800 featuretl, including two accu mulators, 72 basic in·
structions. 3 hard ware and I lIOftware interrupt.

as well as a metllory-to-tap4' dump and loader
progra.R.

Here's a photo o f the newest hobbyist modem,
which will sell as a kit for under $100. It's so
new that we can't tell you who will be making it,
but we can mention some of its capabilities:

by Lee Felsenstein

- It was designed for hobbyist and experimenter
use, and has very few adjustments. Adjustment
requires an audio signal generator. frequency counter, and an oscilloscope or VOM.

INTERRUPT! !
Don Aiexandtlr of Ohfo $psctronics writes to
1811 us thllt hB will
a WlCtOt¥Jd interrupt ClIrd 8V/IiJ~~ for tlu! Alteir 8800 arovnd Novllmbllr ,.

- It has all the necessary acoustic hardware and
case included (the transparent ca5e shown was for
display onlv).

Thll clJtd wllf BCCept Inputt from thll Vllcrorltd
Interrupt bus (VI 0 through 7J and will B!t IIIrch9,
which send thll tel:tan. Informlltion onto 1M bus whtln
thll CPU asb for it. Th9 IIItchfls IuwB a priority nrvcrurlt
ttl aHow seN/ting interrupti from faIt dtlvica mote
frequently than from slOW ones.

- It will record to and play back from audio
tape withO!Jt critical speed sensitivity. This capability was designed in, not just added on.

""WI

In hardware, the system will be based
on plug-in card a and a bus stru cture, each memO£)' card will contain 8K and the power supply
will be a 12 amp OEM monster. A serial TTY
I/O port is included in the basic system, u are
!lC'Veo-8tgment front panel displays and I RIal
time. 24-hoof dock (the fron t panel displays
time when if isn't doing anything else.)

Don quoru $1'0 for lin uumbled cerd and
$90 for a klr. All le'I will IuwB lacka", lind tha IfdgB
connecto~ wilf be goid-pllltad. If th9 fHpO"" i, good,
S/lys Don, hB wlff mllka avallsbla a board contll/nlng
four or lIight progntmmabla InttJrrupt POrts. Thl, will
""BbI6 sohwam con trol of the rekrtiWl Intarrupt priOrities.

The front panel connec:t& to input and
output ports, and melllory c.an be loaded from it.
Binary and hexidecimal readout of data and
add reaa are provided, as are provisions for eycle""ealinA' DMA.

_ Don Clfn /J(f ruchad at Ohio Spectronics, 300
Colomlll AWlnua, Won.hlngfon OH 43085.

It _mf al if Mr're ell going to hltllll to nan.
to learn IIbOUl inttJrrupts. No mors IIXCUie.s.

- It will operate at up to 300 Baud with very
good reliability. It has a switch-selectable "high
band" transmit capability which makes possible
unit-to-unit communication.
_. It will be called the Pennywh istle 103.

Keep your eyes on this space and the major
magazines for more information.

NEW T HINGS no. 2

Got all that! Availability will be approximately December of this year, and price is yet
to be aJUlouneOO.

Processor Technology has two new additions
Co their line of Altair 8800 plug-ins and add-ons
ready to be announced

GLITCH COUNTER GLI TCH
One problem with t1k Altair has two possible
orner our if done
in [he same machine.

One is the ME·) Mother Board with bus
terminator. It replaces the four small mother
boards with one huge aile - 1/8 inch thick and
wrryillg power and ground traces inches wide.

fixes, which could cancel each

George Morrow pointed out to me that the 8800
has two td·state drivers trying to drive the PRDY
line, pin 72 on the bus. One is located in rne front
panel card and the other is the one in whatever
mcmory card is being addressed. If one is trying to '
pull up when the other is trying to pull down, trouble
can result.
The two driver chips will sweat until one of them
wears out under the strain (yes, Ie's DO wear out
when they get into impossible situadons).
Two fixes are possible; either rewire the line from
the front panel to pin 3 of the bus (X ROY - samc
function as PRDY but not used), or rewire the
lines originally hooked to pin 72 on each memory
card over to pin 3.
Processor Technology has taken the latter route,
so that their boards will fit in existing Altairs. But
the first fix is more desireable for the user because
only one change has to be made.
If BOTH fIXes are done, you're right back with
the original problem: two drivers fighting each other
on bus pin 3.
If you have or get an Altair 8800, you may want
to put a sticker inside the case showing which fIX
has been done. Then make sure that any new cards
plugged in fit with thc fix.
To summarize: the wire from the front panel
which originally went to pin 72 should be moved
to pin 3, OR the lines on each card (except CPU)
which originally we nt [0 pin 72 should be moved
to pin 3 BUT NOT BOTH.

DR IVE A DRAGON
Bob Mullen is working on a plug-in card
for the Altair 8800 wllich will provide 8 bits
of input anu output through relays and optical
isolators.
The board is intended (or usc operating
machinery such as mechanical dragons (the
dragon driver?) and other equ ipment using high
voltages or current!!.
Bob will also be marketing an elCtendcr
board for the Altllir, usc(111 for testing and troubleshooting Olher boards.
Bob can he reached through PO
Hnywilrd CA 94545.

B~x

6214,

YES IT IS.....NO IT ISN'T
In the current issue of Computer Notes, David
Bunnell of MTTS makes a comparison of the power
drawn by an unnamed "widely advertised" 4K RAM
board and finds that it uses 4 times tile power of
the Altair equivalenL
Gary Ingram of Processor Technology has sent an
open letter to MIl'S challenging them to u detailed
comparison of specifications Dnd performance. Gary
says that if it is the PT product that Bunnell is
referring to, the power drawn is no more than 25%
above that of lhe MITS dynamic board.

The ME-) includes tennif!(lting resistors which
effectively damp out any little hiccup on the
bus signals and produce a waveform of textbook
quality.
The other is thfJ VDM-l, or Video Display
Module. This is basically a TV Typewriter (without keyboard) on a single card which plugs
into the bus. The memory for the screen is contained on the card and ;s addressable for read
and write by rhe processor.
_The VDM has full upper·fower case display,
64 characters per line, 16 lines per screen, solid
video inversion CUfS()r (black characters on white
background) which can be set for any end
every character on the screen, and a unique
scrolling capability which wil' let the display
"crawl" without tying up the processor.
Contrary to the first published descriptions,
rhe VDM does not use direct memory acce~
(DMA) which ties up the bus Vllhen it is
displaying. The processor is delayed 42 microseconds only Vllhen it tries to access the VDM's
internal memory at an inopportune time.

More illformation is fllJai!able from Processor
Technology Inc., 24654th St., Berkeley CA
94710.
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Home computing is growing up· fast. Back six months
180, we were predicting I million computCf'l in American
homes by 1980, and no one belieytd us. Well· it looks like
M were wrong.... It', gOing to be a lot more than a million.
~e may haYe been amonpt the first 10 realise the impli·
caUon, of MITS Altair and 10 tllke positiye action to play
in a new ball pme, but we certainly aren't a10ne now.TItere
are a lot of sharp mind. 01.11 there Ind one of the sharpest
belongs 10 I fellow cilled Wlyne Green.
He publishes I magazine cilled 73, for radio hams, and
has earned a reputation for running a light ship, obtaining
exceUenlarticJes and packaging them in I yery professional
manner. Wlyne reads his mall. Hams are becoming fascinated
by procellOn and :ate demanding Information Wayne decided
to supply It. His market looked sufficiently substantial thai
he could print as many as fiye thousand for an Initial issue.
Seye!l weeks later, BYTE was published. fifty thousand copies
and Ifyoo manage 10 gel one, chain it 10 your desk.
BYTE is all that eyerybody hoped for - good articles in
an excellent production. It fiU, an obyious void in that it is
aimed specifically at the computer hobbyist and is the com·
mercia1 market place for those selling hobby kits, systems and
components. This latter II important - home computing is
not just an activity of hobbyists· it's a commercial field too.
Th~~gh BytE, the hobbyist can now find and select supplieD.
ThlS lS obYlous, but abo throogh BYTE the supplim arc able
to communicate. This Is likely to result in compatibility betwccn
products and software eyen to the point, for instance, of the
development of recording standards for voice grade casselle
~stems. (~e he~r that Wayne is promoting a supplief'l meeting
m Kansas CIty - If you h ....e strong 'liews about standards,
wnte him pronto.)
The other side of this Is that BYTE will largely rely on
money from adyertisers. There is money to produce a fine
magazine, but a strong incentive not to knock an advertiser's
product. Thus there is stiD room for a variety of publications.
As needs become identiOable, they wiD emerge, probably
from some of the club or users group newsletters which are
mushrooming across the nation. At the moment we see Ha1
Singer's Micr~8 Newsletter and Lee Felsenstein's' Journal of
Community Communications showing the most potential
PeC will continue to be principally concerned with educational
and 'people' uses of computers· a source of ideas and a directory
to more specialist publications. This latter function - a directoryIs cerllinly needed. The bill for infomation is becoming pretty
steep, $70-80 will buy subscriptions 10 most of todays periodicals, but that's not a sma11 item in a home budget. And this cost
will rise with the number of clubs· there are a1ready three in
Califomia now publishing newsletters. Since few of us can afford
to buy eyerything: PeC will publish reyicws and reprints of
Significant articles.
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Th. Journll of Commllnity
Communication.
lCG Engineerinll
1807 o.la_re St.
B.rkel.y, c.. 94703

$101y,.

$1/inu.

BITS & PIECES
San Diego Computing Soclety
Gary Mitchell
80)(35
Dlull Vlstll, Ca. 92012
$2.50Iyr.

The Digital Group appears to be becoming just another
commercial kit source, but there is nC'lertheless much of
interest in their publication for the experienced kit-builder.
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Compute.- Hobbyitt

The home computer world can be loosely divided into three
pam - those who process information, those who move information (eg. Hams) and those who store and retriC'le it. This
is the magazine for those who sea the importance of a library
in its widest sense.

Interfec:e
11657 Sunshine TenKe
Studio City. Ca. 91604

The Digitel Group Cleerin\tlouM
Box 6528
DelWer, Co. 80209

BYTB ""'IUI". " .".I1",",d
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Academic in tone, weH wrinen, lengthy artictes. The place
to look for In depth treatment.

Club magazines · worthwhile articles but much space is. naturally
given to the doings of members. To date the heavyweight is
Interf.u which comes puoc::ned fO( 3 hole binder.

Homtbrew Com9Uur Club Newsletter
P.O. B0Jt626
Mountllin Vlew, Ca. 94040
no lit price/donation

•

•
•

P.O. Box 295
c.ry, N.t. 2751'
M/y,

Hard dense info for hard but not dense hobbyists. Is the
premier source of 8 bit technical Information. particularly
hardware, and almost the sole source for BOOB goodies!
Micro·8 Nawllett.,
C.brillo Computer Center
4350 Constellation
lompoc. c.. 93436
$8/yr

This is the magazine of the Altair users grouP. but it hes
articles deserving of a much wider audience. If you can't
get a copy from M ITS· find someone with an Altair and
borrow it.

Computer Noli"
MITS
P.O. Box 8636
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
comel with en Alteir

DESIGN NOTES FOR TINY BASIC
by
~~ ,& friends
SOME MOTIVATIONS

IT'S All DONE WITH MIRROR5-..OR HOW TINY BASIC WORKS

A lot of people have just gotten into having

their own computer. Often they don't know too
much about software and p;lrticularlv 'Vstems
software, but would like to be able to program in
something other than machine lan!J.Iag8. The
TINY BASIC project is aimed It you if you are
one of these people. Our goals are very limited-10 prOliide a minimal BASIC·like lanlPJage for
writing simple programs. Later we may make
it more complicated, but now the name of the
game is keep it limple. That translates to a
limited lantJ-Iage (no floating point. no sines
and C05ines. no arrays, etc.1 and even this is
a pretty difficult undertaking.

Originally we had planned to limit
ouf5elves to the 8080, but with I variety of
new machines appearing at very low prices, we
have decided to try to make I portable TINY
.1ASIC system (!\len at the cost of some effiCk'OC'(. Most of the language prOCMSOf will be
written in a pseudo lan!JI&ge which is good for
writing interpreters like TINY BASIC. This
p5eUdo language (which interprets TINY BASIC)
will then itself be Implemented interpretively.
To implement TINY BASIC on a new machine.
one simply writes a lilmple interpreter for this
pseudo language and not a whole interpreter for
TINY BASIC.
We'd like this to be a participatory design
project. This sequence of design notes follows the
project which we are doing htn lit PCC. There may
well be elTors In cootent and com:cpt. If you're
milking II BASIC IIlong with us. we'd appreciate
your help and your corrections..

All the variables in TINY BASIC : the
control information as to which statement is
presently being executed and how the next statement is to be found. the retumeddressesof active
GOSUB5--all this information constitutes the
stat. of the TINY BASIC interpreter.
There are several procedures which act upon
this state. One procedure knows how to execute
alV TINY BASIC statement. Gillen the starting
point in memory of a TINY BASIC statement. it
will execute it changing the state of the machine
as required. For example,
0
100 LETS-A+6 ®
would change the value of S to the aim of the con·
tents of the variable A and the interger 6, and .ts
the next line counter to whatever line follows 100,
if the line exists.
A second procedure really cootrols the
interpretation process by telling the line Interpreter
what to do. When TINY BASIC is loaded, this
control routine performs lOme initialization, and
then attempts to read a line of information from the
console. The characters typed in are 58Ved in a
LBUF. It first checks to see if there Is • leading
line number. If there is. it Incorporates the tine
into the program by first deleting the line with the
same line number (if it Is present) then inserting
the new line if it is of nonzero length. If there is
no line number present. It attempts to execute
the line directly. With this strategy. all pOKitHa
comm.-,c!s, even LIST and CLEAR and RUN.1'iI
pos$ible inside programs. Suicidal programs are
also certainly possible.

Incidentally. were we bulkling a production
interpreter or compiler. we would probably struc<
ture the whole system quite differently. We chose
this scheme because it is easy for people to change
without access to specialited tools like parser
generator programs.

The language design was done In consultation with the PCC Dragon. We asked him what he
n.:t to have to write a useful program. then we took
some of it away. Some other things (computed
GOTO labels, for IIl)(lmple) come free with our proposed implementation and might be useful.
The boxes Ihown define the language. The
!Jjide gilles a quick reference to what we will include.
The formal grammer defines exKtfy what is a legal
TINY BASIC statement. The ""mmar is Important
because our interpreter design will be bMed upon it.
A SIMPLE TINY BASIC PROGRAM

1"

PRI~T "POWERS"

11.

INPUT N

12'

PRINT NXN,

13.

IF N
END

14.

<.

>.

NXN~N

THEN GOTO 11.

;
I

®

®

line::- number rutement
t rutement
5tJItement::- PRINT expr-list
IF expres5ion relop expression THEN statement
GOTO expression
INPUT liar-list
LET var - expreuion
GOSUB expression
RETURN
CLEAR
LIST

RUN
END
apr.Iist::- (stting I expression) I. (string I expression) .)
lIar-list::- IIlr f, liar)·
expression::- I+I-Ie:) term ((+1-) term)·
term::- factor ((. III factor)factor::- liar I number I (exprMliion)
var::-AIB IC ... IYIZ
number::- digit digitdigit::- 011121 ... 18 19
relop::-< (>1_ I e:) I >1< I-Ie:) IA BREAK from the console will interrupt execution of the program.

DUlCE IEFEIENCE GUIDE
FOB TINt BASIC
LINE FORMAT AND EDITING
•
•
•
•
•

lines without numben executed immediately
lines with numbers appended to program
line numbers must be I to 2SS
line number alone (empty line) deletes tine
Blanks are not significant, but key WOfds must
contain no unneeded blank.
• ...... deletes last cheractar
• XC deletes the enlire line
EXECUTION CONTROL
CLEAR delete all lines and data
RUN run program
LIST list program

THE TINY BASIC LANGUAGE
TMre isn't much to it. TI NY BASIC
lootI;slike BASIC but all variables are intf!g«S
There are no functions yet (we plan to add RND.
TAB. and some others later) . Statement numbef1
must be between 1 and 255 so we can store them
in II single byte. LIST only WOf1(s on the whole
prognm. There is no FOR·NEXT statement. We've
tried to simplify the language to the point where It
will fit into a "ery small memory so impecunious.
tyros can use the system.

TINY DASIC ORAMf4AB

EXPRESSIONS
Operators
Arithmetic

+

•
IMPLEMENTATION STRATGIES AND ONIONS
When you write. program in TINY BASIC
there is an .bItrKt lMChine which is necessary to
lIXecute it. If you had a compiler it would make
In the machine language of your computer a
program which emulates that abstract machine
for your program. An interpreter implements
the abstract machine for the entire language and
rather than translating the program once to machine
code it translates It dYNImicaUy as needed. Interpreten are programs and I' such t\aYe their's as
abstract machines. One can find. better instruc<
lion 5et than that of any general purpo5e computer
for writing a particular interpreter. Then one
can write an interpreter to interpret the instruc<
lions of the interJweter which is interpreting the
TINY BASIC program. And if your machine is
microprogrammed {like PACEI. the mKhine
which is interpreting the interpreter interpreting
the interpreter interpreting BASIC il in fact
interpreted.

15
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Relational

> )=
'- ,-.

• <'>,><

Variables
A ..... Z (26 onlyl
All arithmetic Is modulo 2 15

1±32762)
INPUT I OUTPUT
PRINT X,Y:Z
PRINT'A STRING'
PRINT 'THE ANSWER IS'
INPUT X
INPUT X.Y.Z
ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS
LET X-3
LET X- ·3+5 .V
CONTROL STATEMENTS
GaTO X+10
GOTO 35
GOSUB X+35
GOSUB 50
RETURN

TINY BASIC AS STORED IN MEMORY

11

byte in memory treated as an Integar
This multilayered, onion-like approach
glins two things: the interpreter for the interPAter is smaller and simpler to write than an
interpreter for all of Tl NY BASIC, so the resultant system is fairly portable. Secondly, since
the major part of the TI NY BASIC is programmed
in a hi!t1ly memory efficient, tailored instruction
set, the interpreted TINY BASIC wit[ be smaller
than direct coding would allow. The cost is in
execution speed, but there is not such a thing lIS
a free lunch.
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THE BASIC LINE EXECUTOR
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The necution routine is written in the interpretive 18n~age, It. It consisu of a sequence of
instructions which may call subroutines written
in IL, or invoke special instructions which are
really subroutines written in·machlne language.
Two different things are png on at the same
time. The routines must determine if the TI NY
BASIC line is a legal one and determine its form
according to the IP'8mmar; secondly, it must
call appropriate action routines to lI)(ecute the
lin•. Con,id.r th. TINY BASIC stltamant:
GOTO 100
At the start of the line, the interpreter looks for
BASIC key words (LET, GO,IF, RETURN, etc.)
In this case, It finds GO, and then finds TO. By
this time it knows that it has found a GOTO
statement. It then calls the routine EXPR to
obtain the destination line number of the GOTO.
The tDCpression routine calls 8 whole bunch of
other routines, eventually 18I¥ing the number 100
(the value of the eKpression) in a special place, the
top of the arithmetic elIpression stack. Since
everything 15111981, the XFER operator is invoked
to arrange for the eltecutlon of line 100 (if it
elIisu) as the IlB)(t line to be tDCecuted.

It

p It 1
N ~' .. ( ~

OTO ..... 1

~K8

8 carriage retum rvmbol

ERRORS AND ERROR RECOVERY

program in TINY BASIC

1,,,,..,,,,,,,.. for TINY BASIC
interpreter for TINY BASIC's In••,,,,,,,,,'

LINE STORAGE
The TINY BASIC program is stored, eKcept
for line number., just as it is entered from the
console. In some BASIC interpreters, the program
is translated into an intermediate form which speeds
EIIBCUtion and SllVes space. In the TINY BASIC
Bl'Nironment, the code necessary to prOt/ide the
transformation would U5ily exceed the spflOll saved.
When a line is read in from the console device,
it is SllVed in a 72-byte array called lBUF tline
BUFfer). At the ume time, a pointer, CP, is
maintained to Indicate the next !Wailable space In
lBUF. Indexing is, of course, from zero.
Delete the leading blanks. If the string
matches the BASIC line, adllaoce the cursor oyer
the matched string and eJ:ecute the nBltt IL instruction. If the match fails, continue at the IL
Instruction labeled Ibl.

There are two places that errors can occur.
If they occur in the TINY BASIC system, they
must be captured and action taken to preserve
the system. If the error occurs in the TINY
BASIC program entered by the user, the system
should report the error and allow the user to
fue his problem. An error in TINY BASIC can
result from a badly formed statement, an illegalllCtion (attempt to divide by zero, for eK·
emplel, or the Blthaustion of some resource
MJCh as memory space. In any case, the d.
sired response is some kind of error message.
We plan to prcwide a message of the form :
I mmmAT nnn
where mmm is the error number and nnn Is
tnlliine number at which it occurs. For direct
statllments, the form will be:
Immm
lince there is no line number.

ENCODING
There ere a number of different considerations
in the TINY BASIC design which fall in this general
category. The problem is to make efficient use of
the bits available to store information without
loosing out by requiring a too complBlt decodinq
scheme.

Some error indications we know we will need are:
Syntax error

2 Missing line
3 Line number tOO large
4 Too many GOSUBs
5 RETURN without GOSUB
6 EKpression too complex:
7 Too many lines
8 Division by zero

In a number of places WII have to indicate
the end of a string of characters (or else we have
to prcwide fOf its length SOmewherll). Commonly,
one U5B5 a special character (NUl - OQ-I for 8)1 ample) to indicate the end. This cosu one byte
per string but is easy to check. A better wav depends upon the fact that ASCII code does not
use the high order bit; normally it is used for parity
on transmission. We can use it to indicate the end
(that is, last character) of a string. When we process
the characters we must AND the character with
07 FH to scrub off the flag bit.

ONE POTENTIAlll ENCODING

1-

~

1

~7--~O

ML

The Interpreter opcodes can be encoded into
a single byte. Operations fall into two distinct
ciaSSB5-those which call machine language subroutines, end those which either call or transfer
within the IL larl9Jage itself. The diagram indicates one encoding scheme. The CAll operations
have been subsumed into the Il instruction set.
Addressing is shown to be rlliative to PC for IL
operations. Given the current Il program size,
this seems adequate. If it is not, the address
could be used to index: an array with the Ml
class instructions.

Il instruction byte

IL

\o~
7
6

o

The TINY BASIC program is stored as an
.ray called PGM in ord. of increasing line nurnbel"s. A pointer, PGP, indicates the first fr .. place
in the array. PGP-O indicates an empty program;
PGP must be less than the dimension of the arTay
PGM. The PGM array must be reorganized when
new lines are added, lines replaced, or lines are
deleted.
Insertion and deletion are carried on simultaneously. When a new line is to be entered, the
PGM array searches for alir}e with. line number
!yeater than or equal to that of the new line.
Notice that tines begin at PGM (0) and at PGM
(j+l) for fNflfY I such that PGM (j)- (carriage
retuml. It the tine numbers are equal, then the
length of the eKisting line is computed. A space
equal to the length of the new line is created by
fnO',/ing aU lines with line numbers greater than
that of the line being inserted up or down as
appropriate. The empty line is handled as a
special case in that no insertion is made.

Each TINY BASIC statement is handled
similarly. Some procedural section of an Il
program corresponds to tests for the statement
structure and acts to execute the statement.

I

o

jump

Io\o~
7

6

0

PC +cx gives
new I L addr1lSS

7

6

o

TST with fail
address PC +0
table of entry
points for Ml subs.

\0 \:tW-/;/ / j
7

6
PC + Q gives new
IL address. Current
PC stacked

0
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A STATEMENT EXECUTOR WRITTEN IN lL

TINY BASIC INTERPRETIVE OPERATIONS
TST IbI, 'string'

CALL

,.,

RTN
DONE
JMP Ibi

delete leading blanks
If nrlng mltches the BASIC tine, advance cursor CNer the
matched string and execute the next IL instruction. If a
match fails, execute the IL instruction at the labeled Ibl.

THE IL CONTROL SECTION
START:

Execute the I L IUbroutine starting at lb!. Save the IL address following the CALL on the control stack.
Retum to the IL location specified by the top of the con·
trol stack.

CO:

INIT
NLINE
GET liNE
TSTL
INSRT

XEC

.)MP
STMT:

; INITIAliZE FOR EXECUTION

STATEMENT EXECUTOR

Continue execution of IL at the label specified.

STMT:

Print characten from the BASIC text up to but not including the
closing quote mark. If a er is found in the program text, report an
error. Move the cursor to the point following the closing quota.

PRN

Print number obtained by popping the top of the expression stack.

SPC

Insert spaces to move the print hea::l to next zone.

NLiNE

Output CRLF to Printer.

NXT

If the present mode is direct (line number zero), then
retum to line collection. Otherwise, select the next
sequential tine and begin interpretation.

Test vllu"t the top of the AE stack to be within range.
If not,. report an error. If so, attempt to position cursor
at that line. If it exists, begin interpretation there; if not
report an error.

TOT
{STV
CALL
DONE
STORE

S1:

NXT
TST
TST
CALL

S1: 'LEr

51.
EXPR

53, 'GO'
S2, 'TO'
EXPR

DONE
XPER

S2,

TST
CALL

S14, 'SUB'
EXPR

DONE
SAV
XFER

53,
54,
55,

TST
TST
PRS
TST

sa.

'PRINr
S7,· .. :
S6.·. '

SPC

JMP

54

SAV

Piece present line number on SBRSTK. Report overflow
• error.

56,

DONE
NLiNE

RSTR

Replece current line number with value on SBRSTK. If
stack Is emplY, report error.

S7:

CALL

EXPR

Compare AESTK(SP). the top of the stack, with
AESTK(Sp·2) IS per the relation indicated by AESTKISP·l).
Delete all from steck. If condition specified did not match,
then perform NXT ection.

sa,

PRN
JMP
TST

55

CMPR

INNUM

Read a number from the terminal and push its value onto
theAESTK.

FIN

Return to the line collect routine.

ERR

Report syntb error and return to line collect routine.

ADD

Replace top two elements of AESTK by their sum.

SUB

Replace top two elements of AESTK by their difference.

NEG

Replace top of AESTK .... ith its negative.

MUl

Replace top two elements of AESTK by their product.

DIV

Replace top two elements of AEST K by their quotient.

STORE

Place the value at the top of the AESTK into the variable
designated by the indD specified by the value immediately
below it. Delete both from the stack.

TSTV Ibl

Test for variable (i.e. letter) if present.. Place iu indD
value onto the AESTK and continue execution at next
suggested location. OthlHWise, continue at Ibl.

TSTN Ibl

IND

CALL
CALL
CALL
CMPR

59,
S10:

Sl1:
S12:

S13:
S14:

S15:

.)MP
TST

S1' .....

S14, 'END'
S15, 'LIST'

; liST COMMAND.

S16, 'RUN'

; RUN COMMAND.

TST S17. 'CLEAR'

;CLEAR COMMAND.

DONE
JMP START

EXPR:

TST

EO:

NEG
JMP
TST
CALL

E1 :

TST

Input a lina to LBUF.

CALL

TSTL Ibl

After editing leading blanks, look for a line number. Report error if
invalid; transfer to Ibl if not present.

ADD
.)MP
TST

E2:

CALL

Insert line after deleting any lioe with same line
number.
Perform ioitialization for each stated 8)(8Cution.
Empties AEXP slack.

S13. 'RETURN'

NXT
S16:

GETLINE

XINIT

SID

; GET EXPR VALUE.
;PRINT IT.
; IS THERE MOREl
; IF STATEMENT.
; GET EXPR ESSION.
; DETERMINE OPR AND PUT ON STK.
; GET EXPRESSION.
;PERFORM COMPARISON-PERFORMS NEXT IF FALSE.
; GET NEXT STATEMENT.
; INPUT STATEMENT.
;GET VAR ADDREss.
;MOVE NUMBER FROM TTY TO AESTK.'
; STORE IT.
; IS THERE MORE?
; YES.
; MUST BE ct.
; SEQUENCE TO NEXT.
; RETURN STATEMENT.
; MUST BE ct.
; RESTORE LINE NUMBER OF CALL.!
;SEOUENCE TO NEXT STATEMENT.

DONE

CALL

INSRT

S12. 'INPUT'

TST
JMP
DONE
NXT
TST
DONE
RSTR
NXT
TST
FIN
TST
DONE
lST
NXT
TST

Replace top of stack by variable value if indexes..

Performs global initialization
Clears program .rea. emptys GOSUB stack, etc.

STMT
VAR

ERR

IN IT

59. 'IF'
EXPR
RELOP
EXPR

CALL
INNUM
STORE

S17:

list the contenn of the provam area.

; IS STATEMENT A LEn
;YES~ PLACE VAR ADDRESS ON AESTK.
; PLACE EXPR VALUE ON AESTK.
; REPORT ERROR IF ct NOT NEXT.
;STORE RESULT:
; AND SEQUENCE TO NEXT.
; GOTO OR GOSUB?
;YES ... TO OR ... SUB.
;GET LABEl.
; ERROR IF ct NOT NEXT.
; SET UP AND JUMP.
; ERROR IF NO MATCH.
; GET DESTINATION.
;ERROR IF ct NOT NEXT.
; SAVE RETURN LINE.
;ANDJUMP.
;PRINT.
; TEST FOR QUOTE.
; PRINT STRING.
; IS THERE MORE?
; SPACE TO NEXT ZONE.
; YES. JUMP BACK.
;NO, ERROR IF NOer.

NXT

Test for number. If present, place its value onto the
AESTK and continue execution at next suggested location.
Otherwise, contin~ It Ibl.

lST

; INITIALIZE
;WRITE CR/LF
;WRITE PROMPT & GET A LINE
; TEST FOR LINE NUMBER
; INSERT IT (MAY BE DELETEI

CO

XINIT

Report a syntax .ror if after deletion leading blanks the
cursor Is not positioned to read I carriage return.

PRS

XFER

This program In IL will execute a TINY BASIC
statement. The operators TST, TSTV, TSTN. and PRS
III use a cursor 10 find characteristics of the TINY
BASIC line. Other operations (NXT, XPER) move
the cursor so It points to another TINY BASIC
line.

E3: T2:

SUB
JMP
RTN

; SYNTAX ERROR.
EO,'-'
TERM

El
El, '+'
TERM
E2, '.'
TERM

; TEST FOR UNARY -.
;GETVALUE.
; NEGATE IT.
; LOOK FOR MORE.
;TEST FOR UNARY +.
; LEADING TERM.
;SUM TERM.

EI
E3, '-'
TERM

; ANY MORE?
; DIFFERENCE TERM.

E3
;ANY MORE?

17
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TERM:
TO :

CALL

TST

CALL
MPY
JMP
Tl :

TST

FO:
Fl :

RELOP :
AO:

AI :
R3:
R4:

R5:
RS:

TO

n, '/'

: ANY MORE?
; QUOTIENT FACTOR,

FACT

JMP

TO

TSTV
IND
RTN
TSTN
RTN
TST

FO

;VARIABLE,
;YES, GET THE VALUE.!

F1

;NUMBER, GET ITS VALUE.

F2, 'f'
EXPR
F2, 'I'

;PARENTHESIZED EXPR.

CALL
F2:

; PRODUCT FACTOR.

CALL

OIV

FACT:

FACT
Tl, ",
FACT

TST
RTN
ERR
TST
LIT
RTN
TST
TST
LIT
RTN
TST
LIT
RTN
LIT
RTN
TST
TST
LIT
RTN

; MATCHING PARENTHESIS.
; EAROR.

,.

RO, '. '

0
A4, '('
A I, '. '

:<.

2
R3, ')'

;<

~-

R,,",

;)

5

I enjoyed reading your mll9llzine. Although
I .m hardware oriented, and, pert\aps, into more
controi.type applications, the Altair 8800 music
softwlte was pfllCious. What good i. a lot of
silicon if it can't ling? MV guess is that 8800'.
will become so populer thlt you miltlt shift
INlay from HP BASIC towards 8800 software.
In fIIlV event, here's my 5Ubscription.
Two further comments:
11 I em opposed to using PCC as • distributor
of saleable (ie, not free!) software between
lIJb5aiben. Monies shoukl go for the betterment
of the Qf"9IInil.ltion, so that our common interests
we S8fVed.
2) I heve built. number of interfaces for mv
Altair and I'm sure others hllle. My designs need
no fancy test equipment to debug and cost very
few bucks. 00 you think your readen woukl be
receptive to feature articles about them? (Ye.1)
Mark Gelfand
19 Eliot St. 2
Jamaica PI. in, MA
02130

educ.tionalists mllke - underestimating kids. As
kid who is manipulating a machine in BASIC
divides one bV anything and ge1lzero they'll be $0
pissed off they'll lose interest. How do you expect
a kid to learn if the machine can't show them what
happens. They don't need much accuracy in their
figures but .t least they should know what happens
when they do things differently.
I'd like to help in. sort of ephemerel w.y; I
arrived at computing from teaching - I love teeching
kids- the smaller the better and "II go back to it
sometime. But first I want to tort out the computer
becaute it can help. Your ideas for. hard wired
BASIC is f'ntastic but for the problem of I/o which
might not be standardized. Perhaps dummy status
and buff..-Iocations lIS in DEC ,,'swould be an
idea - anyway It'll happen because it'll be perfect
for Idlooland I'd like to get it happening here in
England. Perhaps someone could send me details
of the Intel chip.nd the instruction set. Perhaps I
could play with a mini floating point padc.age or
fixed point.
All these are perhaps because I've only just
discovllfed PCC and there doesn't appear to be much
like it in England.
Anyw.y, I'll try writing (using your tiny int898' onlvl BASIC programs.nd send them.
Thank god you included GOSU8 - kids love
building bricks.

.

0
)

RTN

WE'RE NOT DONE YET
This isn't everything one needs to make a
TINY BASIC, It's jU5t a beginning and nothing
is tested vet. We'll have more f18)(t issue. In the
meantime, we welcome vour comments, ideas,
letten, .nd CQfTections.
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IOOfl •

S17, ')'

TST R6, '(.'
UT3
UT4

--.

•••
You eppe.r to m.ke the same mistake that ell

;0

3

...

Mel Pullen
64 Muswell Rd.
London N10, England

•••

About your Do·lt-You,.1f BASIC: I h ....e about
100 Pi198S of BASIC block diagrams a friend of mine
got from Kiewit Computing Center at Dartmouth. If
you can use them, I can either get you a copy or send
my copy to you fO( you to copy. The flowcharts are
designed for a lingle address computer with Accumulator end Ouotient regllters, but with no indedng or
indirect addressing, so it might be lust whet is needed
for hom.brew types.
V"\..,..,"'A

Stephen Ketcham
Academic Computing Center
Univenity of Vermont
Burlington, VT. 05401

De.r Mr. Allison ;
A friend of m ine "",e me. copy of PCC magazine;

, am now in the process of entering mv subscription. In
the magazine, I noticed your advertisement for "Building
Your Own ellic," by Dennl. Allison and others. I
am really excited about It Did you get started yet
on the series? If 50, I would like to try to obtain all
issues. Have you written .ny books on the Rlbject?
Are you discussing the Itretegies of using. lexical
analyzer, translator, or interpretllf?
.
The BASIC lenguage should have the followmg
functions::
Modularity - .bility to change building blocks
Special features package
Function s package
Floating point package
Device independence - supervisor might be too big
Device driven - .bility to add lor delete' driver
Error handling
resident fault dictionery, or
manv, many error numbers, or
combination of above.
I have had experience with many assembly languages,
variousBASICsend FORTRAN. I think DEC's
BASIC PLUS is the best by far. I am anxious to get
started on this project
I hope to hear from you shortly.

•

Thank you for your two letters: I didn't expect IUCh
fast answers. Dennis wrote me • long and very informa-

tive letter in regard to Do It Yoorwlf BASIC.
I found a copy of the book you told me .bout,
Donald Spencer's GMmI PJllying With ComputBrs• • t
the OhIo State University technical library. It has a
lot of good idees, but I wi., Mr. Spencer had more of
1hese games programmed. Perhaps he is coming out
with. new textbook - I'm goIng to write to him. I'm
ambitious, but not that ambitiousl It ukes e lot of
time to get the more complicated games perfected.
Whet'll are all the FORTRAN users? I C«!'t
believe they don't have any games. You printed Eric
Haines' letter in Vol. 3, January 1975, of pec aw.ing
for FORTRAN gimes. He received onlv two letters
in response. I would like to see glme in .ny lenguage.
In the future I would like to see some information on
heuriJtic epproaches for 98mes.
I guess I hed better get busy .nd submit. 98m8
or two. Also, I have $Ome pictures with overprinting.
Does the PCC Booitstore plan to offer source ASCII
papertapes for programs and pictures? "Creative
Computing" prints pictures lposten) in their ma98zine.
One can Ordllf a copy of these posten but one can't
get the source. I would like PCC to offer such a
.rvice.
Will we ever be able to vet lOme of the old Vol, 1
and 2 issues th.t are $Old out?
Did you ever consider printing your PCC on
8% x 11 paper? It makes filing much easier.

James E. Aethsack
North Electric Company

P. O. BOI( 20345
Columbus, Ohio 43220

•••

I would like to add my vote to all the others for
the good series of articles on "Building Your Own BASIC",
"Tiny 8ASIC" etc. I have had e MarX-8 system up end
running since last f.1I .nd have not begun to fully
utilize the 8008. Now with Altair end II flurry of
BAStC's for BOBO basad machines it looks like the only
way I'll ever get e BASIC running on mv BOOB is by
writing it mvself with your guidence.
M. Paul Farr

3723 Jackstadt
Sen Pedro, Ca. 90731
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flLTfll~ ~flSI[]
BY: KEITH BRITTON
ROBERT MULLEN
MITS does a lot of mcpensive advertising and
their machine, while it ha. proved basically sound,
has a number of problems requiring fixes - mostly
evidence of hurried development. This has led
to adverse comment and skepticism regarding their
BASIC. MITS has done a lot wrong regarding the
8800· but they have done a great dealthat is ri~t.
too .... and received little credit fOf' it. The Altair
has proved fundamentally sound. That is to say
the faults, thou~ irritating, have cheap fixes that
.e effective. (People have designed MId sold
computers that did not work and could not be
fixed.) But not only was it what was needed at
the time, it was designed to be what was needed
for the future. This shows commendable foresI~t on the part of Ed Roberts & crew, that is
obvious.. Less obYious, and something for which
they deserve credit which they have not received,
is the fact that they were willing to pay a considerable price to provide the hobbyist with things
which he did not yet know he needed. The bus,
for instance, has 100 lines. This cost money
directly, more connection. and more expensive
IOCkeu, and indirectly In that design freedom
encoIJragM competiton. But this phifosophy
has providtHi the hobbyist with something open
8t'Ided. Their BASIC Is similar but the features
which render it open ended are sufficiently
powerful that they amount to an advance in the
development of the language.
BASIC (which is a registered trade mark
of Dartmouth College) is a comparatively new
language. It was developed because no existing
language was suited to its application - en easy 10
learn language for instructional use by beginners
on time shared computafl. All languages are
compromiSM and this one gave up a great deal
for wnat it gained. Most professionals sneered
at it because of its limitations but through the
efforts of a small number of enthuJiasts. (among
them Bob Albrecht, who is still a member of the
BASIC Standards Committee) the language became
widely known. The more it was known, the more
apparent became iu unique merits.. These were
Rlfficientlv important that BASIC may already
have become the most widely known computer
language, and Is clearly destined to dominate
the computer world ewer the n8l(t decade. Naturally,
the race is on to incorporate into BASIC the
things which were given up in the original compromise,
resulting in a series of dialects of the language.
Where does Altair BASIC fit in? At the moment,
rigo.t out there in front of the fiekl, but to explain
why. let me back up a bit.
The first machines u58cl madline code - which
was fine for machines but miserable for humans..
So that humans could generate machine code
without losing their minds, a language was produced
which allowed us to use phrases or mnemonics
to assemble machine code, called, appropriately,
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. This allowed the
programmer to use every featlJre built into the
machine and write programs which were the smallest
and/or fastest possible. But assembly lan!Jlage
was tedious, since every little step hed to be defined, and since each new computer used different
machine coele, programs assembled for one machine
'NOuld not run on another and the programmer
had to learn a new language for each machine.
To get over this new languages were daveloped
which took much more general instructions,
written in a form familiar to humans, and from them
compifedthe machine code necessary to carry
them out. Thus were born FORTRAN and ALGOL,
both math oriented, which accepted arithmetic!
algebra tika instructions.

o

CLAIM: Not just anybody's BASIC
FACT: Not just anybody's BASIC

Note the 'like'. While they were a great
advance, both lantp.lage5 were still mOfe adapted
to the machine than to the human. Thus, they
produced comparatively efficient codtt, but were
diffirult to use end YIfY difficult to learn. Programs.
however, had become portable to the point that
they often needed only minOl' adaption for use on
a different machine. Sp.ce requiremenu had risen
sharply. The program to compifecode was appredably larger than that needed to assembfe it,
though the machine code was not much bigger.
COBOL soon filled that. COBOL was produced
in an unsuccessfull attempt to make a language
w,aitable fOl' humans, principally by the expedient
of writing 8IIerything out in English. This conclusively demonstrated that the information content
of 'plus' and '+, are the same; that a human is
perfectly at ease with either; that such a compiler
requires a horrendous amount of memory to
produce even inefficient code · but contributed
little else and can, for our purposes, be forgotten.
Now these latter laogueges were all compiler
Ian9-lages. A program was written in source 1l/Jf/~1IgtI
compiled into m«hi". COM and then run. This
made it difficult to run more than ooe program
at once, so queues developed and people got bad
tempered · particularly when they had an error
and had to start again from the back. This wasn't
too bad in industry 01' business where there werllfi't
many programmers per computer and they had
9.lfficient ellperience not to make many mistakes,
but in education where fifty students might be
trying to get their program to run ............ .
Educators also met another problem - programming
languages were so difficult to learn that only
those who were going to specialize in computer
science had the time 1l8CMS8fY.
Kemeny and Kurtz, brilliantly, solved
this problem at Dartmouth College by inventing
a new kind of language. Beginners AU Purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code was interp,.t/ye, not
acompilcr or lin asxmbler, This mllont thllt the
BASIC source language program instead of being
converted to machine code, was only slightly
altered, being turned instead into a funny stuff
called pseudo-code. When the time came to
actually run the program, the BASIC interpreter
looked at the first pSOJdo-code statement. It
pulled it apart, paning it, decided whet operations
were a$ked for, did them and then looked at the
next pseudo-code statement (unless a jump was
called for, of course), keeping going until it came
to a statement which said 'end'. This had Iou
of di58dvantages. It was deathly slow because
the machine had to keep on working out what
the statements meant. It was vvy limited in the
things that It would allow e programmer to do
and it needed a lot of memory because, when the
program was run, both the program and the inter·
preter had to be in the machine. Despite this,
it lived and prospered. The speed didn't matter
too much because, even used inefficiently, computers
.e fast. The limitations were more of a problem
but not critical because the language was used
for education, and so did not need the sophistication of a business or lCientific language. The
memory requirement was no problem at all ,
because now lots of people could share the same
~ace. Pseudo-code was easy to shift into and out
of a machine and, so long as the machine remembered
which statement it was supposed to tackle nellt,
it could simply continue after a pause. And the
pauses came about because the machine would
now time shsrtl, sharing processor lima among
many users by working on one program, moving
it out of the machine onto a di$k memory. moving
in anothar program and working on that, etc., etc.
Alternatively, several programs could be in the
same machine each in its own memory partition,
ell sharing the same interpreter and processor.

All this was very nice, but the true reason
for the sucess of BASIC was that it suited people.
They could quickly and easily learn to use It. and
it was powerful enough to do interesting and useful
things. But man, unfortunately, is a chronically
dl5lltisfied animal. So then he wanted the speed
he had given up and a lot of the features of the
other languages to be built Into BASIC· and
there was no ""ltV he was going to give up the
things he liked.
Well, the only direct wtJV to speed In
BASIC is to compile it innead of interpreting
it. This can be done but then one loses one
of the nkest traiu of BASIC, the ease with
which one can change the program. This is
only possible because of pseudOocode. Since
BASIC interprets one statement at a time,
it doesn't mind a bit if you slip in an extra one
or delete a few, but the sli~tM1 cha~ In a
compiled program requires that the whole thing
be reocompiled. But the MITS software crew have an
indirtlCt way to blhdiog speed (or. more accurately,
aU the speed of which the prOC8SSOf is capable), they
allow BASIC to jump back and forth to machine
code subroutines. These can be written as such,
assembled or compiled. So the Altair user can simply
keep a library of such routines and use them as needed.
This hll been done before, as has another of
Altair BASIC's major features · the ability to talk
out to user.supplied I/O devices, but not as simply
and not as cheaply. A BASIC with the power of
this one is a major acheivement, there's a moostrous
amount of work in it, and they have sold in the low
kilobuck range for each copy. Some of the other
features, particularly string and numeric matrix
handling are certainly unusual and may actually be
unique, but the user may notice them less than the
general attentioo to detail evident in the programman'
approach. They, Bill Gatet-Paul Allen-Moote Davidoff,
ITkJst have spent literally hundreds of man-hours mulling
Oller comparatively minOl' details· but details which sum
to a degree of convenience fOl' the user which will
llfidear the dialect to those who are lucky enough to
own an Altair. And, hopefully, the feet that MITS
have done their BASIC so well will spur their competitors
to improve the language yet more. Or, if they can't
take a st~ foward, copy MITS's innovations and
at least not take a step back.
All mater programs must be expected to have
bugs and the extent of the testing required to identify
the mOfe subtle ones is so great that it is more
reasonable to test for the obvious ones and then
wait for the users to find the others, updating software
with fixes at intervals. Altair BASIC version 2.0
had a serious problem in that a jump out of a FOA. ...
NEXT loop left garbage on the stack. 00 this too
often and the stack would grow relentlessly down
from hi~ memory until it ate the program. This
has been fixed in version 3.0, according to Paul
Allen, but we have not yet received a copy to pull
apart. We also hear that there have been a number
of other improvemenU and fixes. Presumably, someone punished it a lot harder than we did, since we
found little else to criticize, but we did find one
problem and it has unfortunately been leh in version
3.0. If you print a value 1855 than 0.1, it appears in
scientific notation. So, if you are printing out dollars
and cents, and you have IfIlS than 10¢. you suddenly
see some thing like - 3.00000E-02.
MITS has frozen development at the 3.0 version,
except for bug fixing, end ere close to releasing the first
versions of their extended BASIC. And THAT has things
that will make even more difference to the way BASIC
will grow over the next few years. The worst single item
BASIC 98Ve up, relative to the other lang...ages, was
flexibility in precision, adopting 6 digit floating point
for all variables. With floating point even incrementing by
one is slow, and business use requires more precision.
Altair Elltended Basic is to have integer, 6 digit and
extended precision variables ... plus a lot more.

Nitty Gritty
There haYa been two major ctreami of development In
BASIC, which Cln be broadiV described as HP BASIC
Ind DEC BASIC, the most obvious difference being
multiple natements per line in the latter. MITS has foll~
wed the DEC sttllMm 1M is 1IfK'( £imilar to PDP11 BASIC .
Few will find much difficult'( In transtating listings to the
new code, hOWtlY.., and almost all PfOV'lffiS will become

smaller.

•
•

-

A lot of IPICe will be saved bv the use of multiple
5tatements pet' line, but the sepll'1Itor between statements
it. colon instead of the badtslash UIed bv DEC. Just
perversity? Not at all ·"ou don't hlJVe to shift foo colon.
This rendll'"ing of JOnO , courtesy of Kent Cro5$, shows
how much compression can be &cheived. He is I1O\N
scrunching Star Tre!<, but don't hold your bfeath· it's
a lot of workl

VARIABLES

END
As a space saver, the END statement can be left
out, but this produces curious consequences. Since
the machine has not been told to Itop~ it doesn't,
and the effect is as though RUN had been typed instead.

K. Britton and 8. Mull .....t

This saves space principally bV reducing the number
of line numben which have to be stored. Another simple
Improvement saves a line and greatly improved clarity
can be seen in lines 40,80 and 270. MostlV, when one
asks fOf input, one also prints a line to say what input is
wanted. This seems to heve escaped most people but
MITS noticed and allowed a print string after INPUT.

NEXT
Tna MITS people also noticed that space was wasted
in FOR ..• NEXT loops. If VOU don't have a nested loop,
you don't need to specify the lIariable and if you do,
often VOU couid evoid • secood NEXT if you could specify
more than one. It's easill'" on the programmer too, fewer
keystrokes. (See lines 50& 150.)

won

Partly as. space saver, partiv as a people saver, the
RUN command inltiaUses all Variabl85 to z"o, 10 the
first time. lIarlable is used it will be initialized. One does
v.ondef thouWl, whether this will train people to bad habits.
There Is one useful consequence though. Few
will feel the need to set a mess of lI.riabies to lero
and be caught bv trying A-B-C-D-O or similM.
Doesn't work because one of the - behaves as an
assignment operator, the other becomes ref8t1ooai.

Yet another good idea, thou{fl unfortunately not fully
Implemented, is the use of datanames. In most high level
lan{PJlIg8S, and aSMmblers for that matter, one can calla
fJlade a spade. If you are using. variable to store a total,
you can call It TOT -\L. This helps the programmer
to remember wh.t goes where. In this BASIC one can call
• variable FRAN, if It helps but OfIB must proceed with
considel'1lble clIUtion thMHftftf". Only the first two letters
.e checked so .ny later dat.name using the same two will
be confused. And you had best not use TOTAL at all.
lt conuins the reserved word TO and any embedded
reserved wOfd will cause a svntax error. Thev .re not
always easy to spot and MITS BASIC only ch«ks for this
lit ron time, • serious weakness in anv BASIC, IIfId you
could find thllt you hllve to chlNlg8 every occurrenctt of II
blId dlltefllJmB. So if Vou are starting on • long program,
try the proposed datanames first!

I.
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STRINGS
Programmers with small machines become space
conscious. And to help them is a function, FRE which
returns the amount of space left, or with a string "gument,
the free string space. The latter is in a state of constant
flux in the Altair. Unlike mott BASICS, with this only
1he toUI string apace is defined. Anv string c.n be up to
256 characters long, but only the IpIlCfl in the strings
which _Ii/led wlrll c/JlIl"IICtNScounL And th.t, of course
changes dynami~ly"
This iso't the only unusual feature of Altair strings.
For one rea' mind blower, they can be defined as sublCTipted variables. Of course a lib: 10 matrix of 255
dlar8Ctef" strings would need memory ........ .

KUN

IS
IS

Not a complaint but PRINT USING would have been
nice to have. Still, with VAL$ and STRS one can convert
from string to numeric and back, which gilles a lot of
control, and CH R$ allows one to specify an ASCII
numbered character.

MATs
Altair BASIC has matrices, naturallv, but thei~ can
have up to 255 dimensions.... Use three for 3D, and for
time 1nIIIei games. . . . . . One warning though. The
MATs mrt from 0 not from 1. Here again is. great
division (The BASIC standards committee voted 14 for 0,
14 tor 1) and for the author's money M ITS did this right
too. HP matrices will work on the Altair, with some waste
space but the reverse won't be true. Matrices, like the
strings, are dynamically dimensioned, so you can work with
one I.rger than the memory of the machine· so long as yOU
don't aver fill it at one timel

13

14

13

I

lj

OK

Another nice string trick· if you need strings in
OAT A statements, so long as VOU don't need leading
blanks or commas, you can tVpe them without quotes,
see lines 240&250. Think how manv keystrokes that can
save. One compl.'nt though, the DEC BASIC convention
is followed regarding substrings. LEFTS & RIGHT$ can
be convenient, but when one wants towork in the middle,
MID$ is clumsy compared to HP BASIC's A$(5,7).

JOHN= I 51 F't(Uillj .... = 13: GEr<lI"WDE= I 41
JOHNJ F'rtUM.... J GErHHUDE
.... WINl JOEJrHANN'I'JGENE
END
t'riINT

Jotto
.Q~

FOR THE AL 'FAIR BY KENT CROSS

YOv 1\.:1.1'11 IN::;Ir<uGTIO~::' (Y/N)"JAtdlF Ai="N" lrtE .~ 417
"IHI':; 1::i "IHE GAME OF JOITO. 1 AM IHI,~l(lN(- OF H"
"FIvE LEITEr< 1\0riO. yOU fr<Y AND GuE':;::; IhE 10.0"0 tH"
".t"«1
!:-lG ~-LETl [K WOrlD::; A"'oW I'LL "j ELL YOu HOI-. ..
441 r'~lNI "MHNY LEIIEr(!::I 1~ '(OUr( .... fJrW Ar<!!. IN IH~: ':;AME .t"OSIIIO\l"
4I~ r'r<lNj
"/01':; IN MY wOI"l:t). YOU GEl )~ GUE::'':;E::i.'':r'r(l~r
il7 "'r<lN1 ;r'rtINI
~Il) Far< x=)
1() INT(KNOCd)*21o:1)+1 !KEAO GU'JEAI
6~ r<E:;lOr<E: II =~
71d [1=11+1:lF" 11=15 IME"i ~J~
75 I=",:L.=I
8~ IN .... U1 "YOur< I\Or<D"'AS:.t"KJNl :IF LEN(Ai)=~ IHEN I I~
'lid II' LE"'(Ai»~ IHEN r'r<lN1 "ONL1' 5 L£1TEI"I:!i LOI\!G~ r'LEA::;E.":Gt)lQ tS~
,.,5 r'r<IN1 ""'401"JLE:"'(A~)J"LETTE:r(':; LONG .. FivE LETlEriS LO ,"G I":GQIO 8~
''dB I-'~I~l "YOU 1(~01-. DAMN I-.ELL THAI 100riO DOE:;",,'T EJCl':;"I!!":GOlO 75
'Ht FOt< X=1 fJ S
12'd IF MIt.)j,(A'b~A~I)=MID:i.(A'b~A+I~I) 1HEN L.=L.+I :IF L.=3 Tr1EN IldtS
131d II' Mll)$(A'b~1.~I'=MID!>{Cb~,(~I) THEili I'=T+I:II' J=:;, 1HE\! 190
)5~ \lEJCT
1611 IF 1=) 1HEN /""r<!NT"yOU nHVE 1 LEnE~ IN 1HE r(JGHl .... O::;1110,~.":GOIO
17~ .t"reJNI "YOU HAIIE"JI J"L£1TErlS 1"1 THE HIGHT r'OSUION.":(,oIO 70
IYI1 I"'relN1 "YOu GuE::;~Et) If!! A.-'W IN ONL'Y"JIIJ"TriIE.:;!":GQ10 27"
23~ 1"'r<IN1 "~Orirn~ 100 MA,'H Gl1£S::;E::i.
IHE WQKIl .... A::; "JGiI
240 DA1A INI-'111~HE:LLO~L.E~riA~~HE~E~HIVE.:; .. .:;rAKI~lreAIE~::;INK':;~~E~':;E • .t"HI~l
2 Sid DA 1 A I) I (.1 , .. A.... Ari I ~ t)r<AMA ~::; I AriT: ~ OP[rlA .. r<E::;El • dA':; J G, MAnC" ~ CO U,~"I • FAU':; r
21~ INr'ui "00 YOu .... ANI 10 1reY AGAIN <'(/N)"JAiI!ll' A$="Y" TMEN 47
2bid END
IN .... ,JI
t'r<INl
Ll2 r'rHN£
LlJ t'r<I~l

"00

411

"r

OK

20.

•
Since we haven't yet gotten venioo 3.0, we
have not bottered to punish the random number

o

generator and can't give an opinion on its randomness.. But we can. certainly. offer an opinion of
the control Oller it given to the user. This control
will make RND useable tor gamM, simulations
and for encryption. One can give RND I ) a
positive, negative or zero arguement. The effects:

z

a:

10 FOri X=I

2.

I::::I

o

TO 3

PHINT RND(0)

30 NEAl
• 0 [NO

.tH1635
.811635
.811635

20

~HI~T

."

t{ND(-.3)

RUN
.400015

NEGATIVE NUMBER
This changes the number in the random
number generator, using the value as a
seed. Same seed, same value.

.4~160IS

• 400015
2~

-Z

This may seem trivial, but any machine that can be
controlled by switches, or by use of a 0 to A converter,
can now be run from an Altair using a BASIC program•
With 256 ports and 8 bits per port, this represents some
2,000 switches. Enougfl fOf an organ7 Washing mach·
ine? How about the cat door, using a pressure trans..
ducer, A to 0 converter and INP to weigh the cat and
see if it is really yours?

ZERO
This returns whatever number is in
the random number generator - doesn't
change it

f<UN

The two most unusual features of Altair BASIC are the
ability to use machine code subroutines, and the ability
to talk to data ports. The latter uses the verb OUT,
VotIich, with 8 decimal argument between 0 and 255,
imposes
which, with two argumentl between 0 and 255 decimal
imposes an B bit pattern on a selected port. The
function INP retrieves the status of any port in similar
fashion.

PRINT

RUN

Different seed, different value.

• 792188
.792188
.792188

I

20 PR]NT RNDC)
"UN
POSITIVE NUMBER
.94t';H91

)."/lIlil'JIF.-\.1~

3. ~~ 'J~ '/[

-!01~

5 X=RNO(-.3)
"UN
.996t124

2.132IE-02
.919327

This give a new random number each time
- and the value of the arguement does not
matter. This is the one to use for games.

WAIT
How do you like the thou\tlt of I_ing an Altair
at home watching for smoke Of in11OO8l'17 There is
another command, WAIT, which sets the machine to
watch for a bit to change on a selected input port
to help your programming.

For simulation you will need random
numbers - But often the'same sequence
fINery time you run. So add something
like this to set the random number generator
to the same value each time you run.

AND NOW ENCRYPTION
Suppose you want to protect a fila or make it
difficult for someone to read a tape which you
are going to send to a friend who has an Altair.
Choose a routine like this. (Takes a character
AS and converts- set up 1000 • 1060 than
gosub to 1100 for each character.)

1000 INr-U-r"tJA:;,S\\QtW" J 8$ I r<EM GET "'AS!:) WanD

1010 FOK )1.=1 JO LEN(8$):t<EM CONVEnl TO
1020 !:t=!:t/10+ASC<MIDSCBS,X»fNEXT
103'<1

IF' S>I

A~ClJ,

BUILD .::iEED

THEN .s=!:i/Hd:GOTQ 1030:HEM ,sET S<I

104k) :::'=:1:NO(-!:t)fKEM SEED nNO GENEr<A10r:
1.j;j5~

INr'U'''IN Or< QUr"Hl!i:HEM .sET PKOGKAM S I,.,ITCH
116 611 '::'=-1 :11' LEF'T$(8$,1 >="0" THEN S=1

lloOd X=ASC(A$) • .sGN(S).INT(12~.r(ND(.5»:~EM CQNVEriT

CH~

'I'

AND CHANGE

1 110 IF ,>(> 127 lHEN X=X-12ts:riEr-', CONVEr<T TO !:lTtiING AND (,IUlT
I 120:1
X<0 THEN '<=X+12B
I 13" A~=CH~$(~):MErUHN

We have been using one of Bob Mullen's prototype
boards at PCC. (He will be selling a relay/oPtOoisolator
kit very shortly.) The fascination of game playing is
nothing to the thrill of making a machine do something
physicall

I

OK

Mostly the big peepla in the semi-conductor
world just don't want to know an individual with
problems or needs, though there are good guys who
are likely to help with technical data. This is one of
the reasons why kits for the hobbyist have emanated
from small outfits. Some of the prices have been steep
but the difference between the big company prices
and the little guy's have really shown where to go for
value. No big company has shown any interest in
selling in a market where a microcomputer starter kit
can be had for around $250.

5 More documents
6 Data Sheets

MOTOROLA

Until now.
One of the bigge5t, Motorola, is offering its
development package for nearly half that price1 For
$149 you can buy the entire thing. Match this for an
offer you little guys.. . • .

zx.

From any authorized Motorola deal..
Information From:
Technical Information Center
Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc
P.O. Box 20294 Phoenix, AZ 85036

poke

-

When you require a program which for some reason (speed, or special bit handling) must be
written in assembly language, it becomes a task (0 supply the I/O and other features which are
taken for granted in the high level languages. It would be great if there were a way to use the nice
features of a high level language and the utility of assembly language.
Altair BK BASIC allows the user to link his own functions into BASIC. The main steps in using
an assembly language function with BASIC are: saving space in memory, putting the program in
memory, and linking the program with BASIC.
When Altair BK BASIC is loaded, it asks the question "MEMORY SIZE?". If you respond with
a numeric value it is used as the top of memory for BASIC. In the example below, 7935 (17377 octal)
is used. This leaves 7936 and above dVailable for the user.
To store the program in memory. it could be loaded before or after BASIC is loaded. using a loader
or using BASIC as the loader. Altair 8K BASIC has a function "POKE" which provides the ability to
modify memory. Again, in the example, the user function is placed in memory in statements 210
and 230. In the same manner, data is furnished in statements 270 thru 290.
Linkage to the program is formed by putting the starting address in 117 and 120 octal; this is
done in statement 160.
The example program handles octal numbers by carrying them in decimal and converting them
before use, this is done by the subroutine in statements 330 Ihru 350.

./

"'}-

-

uar
MEMQn\'
!)Tr<lNG
~AN1

I

'if~<Q

~1'E1 7~J~
~~ACE?

~IN-CO~-lAN-AlN?

N

drIES F'r<EE

ALTAIn BASIC VEreS ION 2.0
(EIGH1-K VEr(~ION]

OK
Hh' rtEM r'~OG~AM 10 DEMONSII<ATE LIN.(AGE '10 ANOTHEx PxaG~AM U!iING BASIC
110
120
141e1
150
160
170
190
2~0
210
230

24~
250
260
210
2t:s0
21:S5
290
300
310
320

fHE PI<OGr(AM IS A VEtcY SLIGHTLY MODIF'JEO VE~SION OF' SlEVEN
~EE PCC VOL. 3
NO.5
PAGE 9.
KEM PUT hiE PI{OGHAM STAr(l ING AOOi'~ESS IN USr(LOC.
SEE APr'ENDIX U
r(EM ALTAI" BASIC REF'ErtENCE MA~UAL.
A=7936:I=INT(A/256),J2A-I.256:POKE 79~JfPO,(E 8~.1
KEM 7936 OECIMAL & 17<Q~0 OCTAL.
79 DECIMAL = 117 OCTAL
r(EM GET t"rtOGri.AM "'HOM DAlA. CONVEnE 1'0 11'tUE OC1AL. AND
I'(EM .:STOFeE IN MEMOtiY ~IA'<lING AT 17430 OC1AL.
fOR N=0 TO 2SfKEAO K1GOSUa 330
A 2 7936+rUPOI(E A~D:,'''EXT N
rtEM INt"UT NOTES ANO/OK TEHM INAI E 51 GO'JAL Fri.OI't KEYBOAriD, CONVErt 'l
I'(EM INTO T~UE OCTAL AND SlOriE IN MEMO~Y JUST ABOVE THE PHOG~AM.
A=796Es
INt"Ul ,,(; GQ::iU8 33~
IF' 0 < 0 THEN 2 7a
POr<E A,OfA=A+1 f IF 0<>255 THEN 27~
GOTO 4S~
totEM SUBriOJTINE TO CONVEt(l wHAI LOOKS LIKE A"I OClAL NUMBEI'(
KEM INTO THE CORRECT VALUE.
AL~O CHECKS FOK NUMBEri5 WHICH
kEM CANNOT BE OCTAL. wHICH At<E G~EATEri IHA N 317~ OR ARE MINUS.
xEfoj

HEM DaM~IEn·S MUSIC r<OUlINE.

33~ X=INT (K/10~)fY=INl«K-( X.I~~))/10):l2K_(X. 1 00 )_(Y.10)

3~0
350
37d
3t:s0
390
4~0

410
~~~

430
441:1
451d
460
999

IF K>20 AND X<=3 AND Y<=7 AND l<=7 rHEN O=64.X+S*Y+lttcE1UHN
0=-1 :PNINT "ENHQH"lNE1Ur(N
t<EM t'HOGrlAM STOriED IN FAKE OCIAL IN A OATA SlAIMENJ
DATA 41,4~~37,176,376.377,310.26,40.5,302.16.37.106.15.302.11
DATA 37,25.3~2,11,37.5~,303.3,37
HEM ENTEri MEriE TO CHANGE I F;Mr'O
INt>Ul " TEMPO" K:GQ:SUtJ 331:1
IF 0<0 THEN 410
t"OKE 7944.0
I'(EM r(uN THE PKOGI'tAM BY CALLING U~En FUNCTION
w=U!)n( I)
:SlOP
END
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Assembly Language Programming
BY: BERNARD GREENING
PCC has an Intalec SIMOD 80. This system came with
• monitor, a text«litM, and an assembler. It .,10181'$
system based on an 8080 chip for programming in assem-

MONITOR:
On the Intelec 8IMOD 80, thll monitor i$ pur on
8 PROM'$.. It 10iICh objfJct program$, examines the
contMts of the registers and mtlmory, puts breakpointJ in prol/fam$, and branches to $tart programs

bly langua(p.le. NUMBERS is a BASIC program which

appeared in the tirst issue of PCC (Voll, no.1J. By
writing the same program in assembly language. the
twO languages can be compared.
The first step is to see what the BASIC program does.
Then write down assemblv language statements that
do the same thing. This may take several hours or days
depending on how complex the tll$k. is. This is called
the source, which is then typed on the teletype using
the text-editor. The text editor will then make a
"computer readable" source..
The next step Is to assemble the program. This
is a proces.s of converting the assembly language instructions into machine language instructioo5. Assembly
Iangua98 has labels which identify memory locations..
You can branch to I labeled instruction like GOTD
in Basic. You also have to set up labeled memory
locations in which to store data. This is done automatically in BASIC. if you misspell anything, or if
you do not follow the proper assembly language format,.
the assembler will Indicate an error. You then have
to fix your source with the text-editor and assemble
it again.
Soon all your errors will be corrected. The assembler
will make an object program. This consists at the
machine lan!PJage code which the computer can run.
The Intelae 8 monitor can load the object code and
run it. It the pro~m does not work, you can set traps
called breakpoints and get a better idea at what is
wrong by looking at the contllf1u of the registers and
critical memory locations.
As an example of how NUMBERS was convened
from BASIC to .sembly language, two lin. of the
program get a ~ess, compare it with a previously
generated randon number and bnlllch if they are
«Iual.
431!:1

INl"'lJl

G

,q.qld

IF' GII:X lHEN

S~"

**************
MoJe .bout Assembty lM9I .... ."d
Number. next time. Send lOme ide... 1

**************

ASSEMBLER :
The BS:IfIfTIb/er;$ a program that r8Ml$ a source
program and creates. paper tape of the objfJct
program. It also CrNtrn a listing showing esch
memory location and thll mKhlna in$truction$
that occupy them. It #loW! tlrrf)fS in your
progrsm too,

THE ORIGINAL
BASIC PROGRAM

TEXT-EOITOR:
Thtl text-«iitor n a prognm that CrHte$ and
makes correctlon$ in WUrcft prograrm or other
taxt It can insert and deier.lintlS Bf'Id make changes
in lines.

Thl assemblar converts the four assembly statements
to the following machine language instructions.

315 270 001

041 152 000
312 117

000

(octal)

Each op-code like CALL, LXI. CMP, and JZ is converted to
its machine language code. Labell like ONUM, CNUM, and
WON are converted to the addresses that they correspond to.
tt changes are made In the prOWllm, the assembler will recompute
the addresses as necessary. When the machine instructions are
loaded in the computer, It can read through lu memory, Interpret the instructions, and perform the functions in NUMBERS.
It gIflerates random numbers, does input and output to the
teletype, compares IPJesse5 and random numbers, and tetls the
user if the guess is correct.

-

A

"",AT DOES THE
PROGRAM 007

WRITE ASSEMeL Y
LANGUAGE CODE
THAT DOES IT.

"-

-[
USE THE TEXT
EDITOR TO MAKE
A SOURCE.

I

USE THE TEXT
EDITOR TO FIX
THE SOURCE.

GET A PAPER TAPE
OF THE SOURCE.

1
RUN THE SOURCE
THROUGH THE
ASSEMBLER

The same thing in assembly lan""a98 takes four
statements.

CALL

,(A)

ONUM

G~TS

A

NUMBE~

fROM THE

TELETY~E

./'

J

,

THE ASSEMBt.ER
MAKES A LISTING.

OOES THE

~ANOOM

NUM8Eri AND THE GLlESS AGHEE?

J

NCHK:

LX 1

H.. CNUM

c~e

M

Jl

_ON

,(H,L) POINT~ 10 THE ~ANOOM NUM8EK
,COMPAKE (A) AND «H .. L»
JEyUAL .. A WINNEri

-1

THE OBJECT IS
ON PAPER TAPE.

The advantage of assemblv lanIPJ898 is thlt it makes

an object prognm which can be loaded and run in an
ALTAI R with 1 K of memory. NUMBERS take1less
than 800 words in assemblv lan!PJ&ge. BASIC needs
4096 or 4 K words.
One way to load the object program into memory
is to do it from the console keys. This require1 setting
about 800-8 or 6400 console keys correctly. A better
method is to toad a program of about 40 words which
can read in NUMBERS or any other ob}ect program
from paper tape and run it.
Currently, PCC has no fast, accurate method of
making paper tapes. Are there enough people who are
interested in loading programs from paper tape to
justify our working on this? You hayti to have an
ASR-33 or other method of reading paper tape.
We know of no "approved standard" for binary
paper tape with check digits that is shan and can
be read into memory with a short, simple loader
program. We have made one up, but would likl to
see if there are others. Ooes anyone out there know
of one?
Another method of getting an object is to use a
cross assembler. Cross assemblers are aveilable on
some large computers. A person with access to
one can use the facilities of the larger computer
to create object programs for his home computer.

ERRORS?

YES

NO

LOAD AND RUN
THE OBJECT
PROGRAM,

DOES IT WORIO

NO

ISOL.ATEANO
CORRECT THE
ERROR$.

YES

MAKE COPIES FOR
YOUR FRIENDS?71
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LIFE ·

In PCC News & New Stuff you asked for programs.
Well, here is my version of John Conway's game Life.
The game was described in a number of articles by
Martin Gardner in the Scientific American about
three years ago, Haven't come across it anywhere

by: Adolph P. Stumpf

The program was written to run on an Altair 8800 with
lK of memory and a SWTP CT·l024 terminal, With
minor changes it should work with other systems
using an 8OBO or 8008 CPU.
At present the program is somewhat limited primarily
because of small display, 16 lines of 32 characters, and
lack of memory system, Computation is relatively
fast, less than one half second. In comparison the
display update seems agonizingly slow.
However, it's still fun to watch the display of fantastic
combinations which this simple game can generate.
I'm working on some improvements which will include
1. Input of initial population and complete program
control from the keyboard.
2. A 64 by 64 (or larger) character display with
page selection from the keyboard.
I'll send the new version (hopefully written in BASIC)
when it's finished and when I have the hardware to
run it on.

on the Altair

.~.

In October, J970, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN fint
publishtd detafff about John ConlYll'p': game of LIFE.
People a/l over Ihe world hl/llt been discovcn'ng new tmd

interesting LIFE patterns. 17ley'vl! been givell nam~ like
GLIDER, SPACESHIP, MRDER POLE, CHESHIRE CAT,
BUNKER, HARVESTER, FUSE, and BOX.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The program plays John Conway:s game Life. Display is 30 by 15 characters
on TV terminal.
Data (a generation of the initial configuration) is stored in locations 002 000
.t hrough 003 377. The first line on the display is 002 000 through 002 337 .
the second 002 340 through 002 377, etc. and the last line is 003 340 through

003377.
The present generation is represented in the mos~ significant bit; a ONE for
an occupied cell and a ZERO for an unoccupied cell. The next generation
is computed and stored in the next most sig 'nificant bit using the same format.

TO RUN PROGRAM
1. Run program starting at location 000 315 to clear memory.
2 When HLT A light comes on, actuate STOP and RESET switches.
3. Load initial population with front panel toggle switches.
Format is (octal) 3XX, where XX are "don't care" bits.
4, Initiate HOME UP and ERASE FRAME functions on terminal. Turn oft
cursor for a more pleasing display.
5. Run program starting at location 000 000.
6. To terminate, actuate STOP switch.

ru;'>I:.T .:iTAkT

000 000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007

061

LJ(I SF

)60

001
303
100
000
000
000

JMF

OUTPUT Rl.UTINE, DI3H.AYS 512 CHAhACT&LS CtN TV
FROM ME}lC)RY LCCATIC~.:) 002 000 'I'HR(.,UGii 00) )77

;.

A

SUMS NUt'jjliJc, CF Nl!;IGHBCRS FOR UCH Cc.LL,
RETURNS wITH TOTAL IN REG B

010
011
012
Ot)
014
015
016
017

176

J46

200
007
200
107
311
000

MOV A,M

ANI
RLC

m

323

RET

311
000
000
000
000

O~E CHARACTER

RST

OUT

D
E

(DEVIC. NUMbER)

RET

C
B

006
006
016
377
015
302
034
000
005
302
032
000
311

(oeo

112
113
114
115
116
117
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
130

131

CUTPUT TIME DELAY
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
040
041
042
043
044

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
110
111

ADD B
MOV tI,.

OUTFUTS
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027

F

000 100

MVIC
IlCRC
JNZ
B

132

041

133
134
135
136

016
336
042

137

001
041
003

140
141

IlCRB
J~Z

C
RE.T
0~5 through 000 077 not used)

UI D

I1ITIALIZE START ADDR

LDU D

G'T DATA WQRD

RLC

STU D
RLC

STORE UPllATt;1) [lATA .....l.RD fo'l.h Ng}\,T fAS5
[lA.·rA Tt. CARRY

JC

GARRY

D

MVIA

= C1LL OCCUPlbD

CbLL

UNOCCUP~D.

LCAD

!!VIA

C~LL

OCCUrIED, LCAD •

RST
INX D

OUTPUT C.iARACTl!J!

SPAC~

JMP
E

INCR Dt\ TA 'n'ORO ADDR

LAIH
llADD

JNC

Cl{E;CK FGR E.ND
CARRY OONE

=

F

CONTROL RtUTINE

MVI B

H

142

0)6

042

147
150
152
153

UIH
SdLD

37J

143
144
145
1%
151

·24·

021
000
002
032
007
022
007
332
117
000
076
040
303
121
000
076
052
327
023
041
000
374
031
322
103
000

H.ITIALr.loJ:. DolTA STU~AGE
LINe CtU\,;ThR
= Ot6
DATA ''''RD ADDR U. = 336
DATA i'lt.RD ADuR HI = 003
CHARACT~ C('U~T.bR = 0:;6

UIH
SHLD

:J?5

001
315
214
000

J46
JOO

167

CALL

~J:;XT GEr.~RATI<..N

RtUTINE

G

ANI
HOV M,A

STGilli UFDATt.D f1I.TA wGRD

~

LOC

oot

373
374
375
376

000 154
155
156
157

041

136

Jll:;V to,l<'.

160

043
126
033
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2. SERIOUS GAMES; THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF GAMES THAT SIMULATE LIFE, by Ori
C. Abt. pubJIlh.J by Viking Pre# 1910
.1 WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN: OR
Pee FIRST BOOK OF COMPUTER GAMES
.. BYTE, J _ 1 MId ,2.
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All
TheDregan W ..........

the Chi .......
HBffI is the Information which you asked for.
This year is the first year that we had timMharing,
and languages other thin FORTRAN' as well as batch
facilities because of the Installation of a Burroughs
85500 Just before the classes began in September. I
was first expo$8(l to timesharing at the Second Conference
on Computers in the Undergraduate Curriculum at
Dartmouth Coliege. Since then, the Dartmouth style
has been one of my personal paradigms. (The pee is
..other, Project Solo. third .... J Borrowing from
the Dartmouth model, one faculty member offered
to undetWrite. prize in computing. and money obtained
by sellinll unsolicited desk copies to. wandering used
book buyer paid fOf two mOfe priz8$.. With the special
.... bscriptlon rates to the
we knew what we could
give. The three prizes of. year's sub5Cl'"iption to the
pce were for

pee,

(11
(2)

excellence In programfT)ing (this was won by
Pall Kinney. a first year student),
greatest contribution to a non-computer-science
class (this was won by Craig Bock, a third year
student., with his program for a course in
cryptology_ The program simulated the "Purple
Machine" used by the Japanese in World War II),
ond

(3)

enthusiastic support of academic computing (this
was won by Debbie Campbell. a first year student),

No one knew ebout the contest last year, and
these prizes will be formally announced on 4 Deptember
when next yea!"s contest, with e few rules this time,
will begin.
If the PCC is symbolized by the Dragon, perhaps
our symbollhould be the ChimBnl (look that up in your
Funk and Weg0e4I's.).
John Wenzel
Assistant Professor
Department of Mathematics
Albion College
Albion, MI 49224

Resource One

Intergalactic Guestian Man

PCC'ers; this Is a long blurb on a San Francisco computer organization, a Ihart blurb 00 Resource One is
reportedly lIVailable in People'. Yellow Pages. I was
~en approval by Resource One for PCC to pubHIh the
information below, to aid the Plpec-, its readers, and
to publicize Resource One.
Resource OM Is a ooo-profit community c0mputer center providing the sophisticated technology of
a computer to other noo-profit organizations won:iog
for IOCIaI change. Our current projects include the
following: Computerized bookkeeping and mailing
lilt services, information retrieval, forms processing,
collecting a computerized 'library' of information on
the City (e.g., property ownership, land use, census
information, etc.), publishing a directory of social
services lIVailable In San FranCiSCO, and general pro!7ammingand consulting to meet specific needs of user
organizations.
Counting house, Resource One's bookkeeping
IBrvice, is a syltam dltligned to help noo-profit organizations keep their finances straight. The raw data is
a-Itered into the computer directly from the checkbooks,
deposit stubs, and other original documents via a typewriter like terminal. Income statements and balance
Iheats can then be produced 00 demand. Also, lists of
transactions can be provided by account, date, fund,
or any combinadon. Currently the system handles cd1
disbursements, cash recefpts, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, IWfroll.-.d general journals. The
system can be used without prior knowtedge of computen or bookkeeping.
NIMS, our mliling list system, is another easy-touse system which allows someone from the uter
organization to type into the computer a mailing list
which can then be printed out 00 gummed or cheshire
labelL Its main advantages are that ~ariOUI wbsets of
the list can be printed, allowing an organization to
target mailings to a specific audience, and that
corrections to the list are easy to make. The mailing
list can be sorted by either name or zip code.
ROGIRS, the Resource One Generalized
Information Retrieval System, is designed to manage
large emount of information through cross-indexing
by 'keywords'. The text of the item is entered with
keywords which dMCribe it. The item can be pulled
out of the computer by simply saying 'find' IIfld a
list of keywords, One could say 'find this or that'
m II of the items with the keyword 'this' or the
keyword 'that' would be found. This system is
currently being used by Amnesty International to
maintain e list of contacts Ind by the North American
Congress 00 Latin Am.iea to research CtA invotvement
in Lltin America.
We hllVe done processing of client intake forms
for the Sao Francisco neighborhood legelassistaoce.
This Involved typing into the computer the responses
directly from the forms. The results were reports containing cross-tabulations of legal problems, income,
ethnic grouping, etc. This program has been modified
to hlndle other forms Ind could be expanded to
produce correlations or other statistical reports.
The Urban Data Base Project. I collection of
computerized Information about the City, can be a
usaful tool for learning about the community and as
lin aid in organizing to respond to community needs.
The Urban Data BaM has been used by La Rua En Accton
Local and the Mission Planning Council to successfully
down·zone propertiltl bordering Mission Street in San
Franci-=o from commercial to its residential use. It hll
also been used by students from University califomia
at Bertceley who are wroking with the Central City
Coalition to produce an alternative 'south of Maricet
plan' and by the Ta-Ieot's Action Group to organize
housing in San Francisco.

Does Dartmouth gi v. away/seli/trade/distribute
the program. that live there? What abOYt Lawrence
Hall of Science? Anybody got Iny programs that they
want to give away or trade? Especially games . . .
Wh .. t legalities govern the usingltradiog/printingl
copying of programs not your own? I am interested in
IBtting up an exchange for BASIC prOlP"ams. especially
games. Would also like to see a book in the style of
"The Whole Earth Cltelog" filled with games. It would
hopefully retail for S3 or $4. Something like" 101 Basic
Games" but with more glmltl per dollar, and hopefully
better games. I hope to l!ItIentually get your games
book, but my supply of money is currently depleted.
Anybody It Datapolnt want to befriend men I
know BASIC some assembler, and have even read a

This is I brief summay of what Resource One
is doing and of the potentill for what can be done.
If you would like more detailed information about
these projects or if we can be of assista'"lce to your
organization please do not hesitate to call. We are
io Protect One It 1380 Howard St., Our phone
number is 'UNIT ONE' 1864-86631.
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DeenKllhn
224 Robin Way
Menlo Park, Ca. 94025

booklot on OlltabUI.

I am also looking for Grady Hicks and Jim Korp.
They wrote a realiV neat Star Trek game that lives on
the University of Taxas system under the name of
SPCWAR. The lining I have was listed 00 Julv 1973.
can I I.lly trade thl. program without their permission?
There Is also an advanced modification of this program
00 the United Computer Services system, Though I
hll\/e not played it, I have seen a copy of the instructions,
and it looks neat. Can anybody find me the address of
UCS so I can try to beg a listing off them?
I am also working on venlon II of Spacer_ I
finally got the fint version running, but it was too
ooring and serious. so I chunked it. I am in the
designing and planning stage on Spacer II. It is not
a standard Star Trek program, it has stuff like enemy
warships that move between ().jadrants, Death Rays
time trevel, teleporten, starmaken, smoke screens,
lifeboau,' full rings of experimental weapons. starshIps (enemy) that attack your starbases, starbases that
move, blasters that allow you to shoot at all the enemy
ships In your Quadrant or at only one of them, missile
spreads, gravitational analomies, black holes. supernovas
land a nelt way of explaining how a starship that is
parsec. away can be destroyed by theml, hyperspace,
varying degrees of complexity selected by you, and a
plot. I have tried to present a unified concept of the
univene and man's place In it. 8asically it is <I rescue
mission through enemy held territory. I have an
elementary look·ahead routine which helps the enemy
warships to prepare ambushes. There are also 808my
1C0ut ships in each Quadrant whose mission it is to
destroy your starbues and to hinder your movement.
I hll\/e about 20 commends planned so far. I would
like everybodVS ideas on what to put in it. 'Nhat wouid
you like it to do? PI_ tell me .•. it will be written
in BASIC, probably HP, but I am trying to write it in
••imple a BASIC 81 possible, and am keeping the use
of nrings to a minimum. It should take some time to
finish, but should be finished .round November. Hick's
and Korp's Star Trek is written in Dartmouth BASICI would also like to write a graphics Spacewar on a
traphics terminal that IBtI you draw lines. What do you
think that the best I'(Stem would be, letting the
SR scan stay on the a::reen and printing the other
stuff off to the side, displaying the SR scan only when
it is asked for, or something elsenll would also like
to writa a simplified version on a CRT terminal which
allows the cunor to be repositioned. I realize that
most of the frealdes (including myself) will be playing it
on the lowly (and slowly) TTY, so I will write that
version first Cln anybody tell me more about look
ahead functions? Is there any Spacewar game on one
of the I..ger systems where you play against another
penon lor d.-.n or oth« HSOrted creaturltl, what·
ever the case may be)l1 Expecially one that leu you
each command a fleet of ship5? Whet are some good
murces on designing and malcing conflict and war
games? Are there any nort-conflict games around?
How do I join SHAFTI Have you gotten HP to loan
you one of their new graphics terminals to you yet?
Their publicity blurb look«l good, but I would like to
hear I user Sly something about it. GntphicCRT
tenninals ere the wave of the futllre, hopefully the
1'181( futllre. TTY ..... too slow, noisy, and eat trees.
You still need some kind of hard copy device, but
for running a program I CRT is hard to beat. Hey
Bob, the world wlnu to hear more about how PCC is
organized and run.
May you never run into a star,
John A, McClennv
5819 Brenda
San Antonio, TX 78240

Even Wizards Uae Computers

Canada 8
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It .....ould be nice to sit down at a terminal and
type you a note then send it to a central computer in
this city that would use shortwave to route the note

StarTreder
Many moons ago you sent me I tisting of "Star
Trade(' which I promised 10 translate into FORTRAN IV.
Well, during SChool I was pretty busy and was only able
to make the initialization program, 50 during the summer,
I wortc.ed on it continuoollly. 800, at 18st, It's donelll
(I think) Anyway. it lunclosed.
Notes (1)
I have added two functions besides 'SINe' They
are 'MAP' which gives a MAP and 'HOLD' which
give what Is in your ship's hold.
(2) 1 also &dded to the format Itatement In banking
to tell you how much you have on the ship.
(3) Some warnings (as in banking. 5811109 etc.) have
been remOlled for lack of space.
If I had thll space, money would be In real
numben, as would produced goods. etc.
Eric Haines
212 N. Riding Drive

Moorestown, NJ 08007

to you. I Just got the flm ~rt of my Altair kit and
have the what do I do until it all gets here blues. I've
been making a TVT terminal as per an artide in
Radio TV Electronicl. Unfortunately the PC boards
were dilCootinuad by the time I got eround to Otdering
them. Made them myself and hll/e modified the termiNlI
to use 2102's instead of tha recirculating shift registers.
Got to wondlfing how to hook the TVT up to
the Altair without an I/O board. Well it looks like two
4 to 16 line demultiplexors would form a 16 by 16
matrix that could feed 256 gates 58parated by diodes
and then an 8 bit latch should do the job of geuing
IIYllfYthing in and out. 256 in 256 out. So what happens
if you output and the output Is hooked to another bowd
of tha same type. Assuming that each output connected
to a device that would use the 15t byte to address 256
more bytes and then transmit the second byte well that's
oyer 500K of output. This all lnels to using the thing
as a central exchange for a club. If there are two such
clubs in neighboring cities several I/O's could be
used as an inter city communications link. MA BELL
lookout!
Enclosed is an old program that got me wasted
for wasting computer time on games. Hauristic Tic·Tac--Toe.
It learns from mistakes. Unfortunately thare isa minor
bug that bombs to monitor aher 10 games. I nlller got
to debug it.
One good program for say BASIC looks like this
when ran.

RUN
t DON'T WANT TO
AUNNH
'M-JAT'S THE MAnER DON'T YOU KNOW
HOW TO SPELL RUN

Wanted
We would like to buy equipment that will permit
operation of Wang No. 732A, flat-bed, 31" x 41"
plotter, from Altair 8800.
liss Engineering
1366 H Logan'Avenue

Co5ta Mesa, CL 92626

Aquarius
Here's our request:
AQUARIUS ELECTRONICS ..... ould like to
trade software, of which ..... e h".,e liltle, and biofeedback
hard ..... are, of which ..... e have lots. for software and
computer hardware. We especially are looking for a
copy of the Intel 8008 assembler. the one which goes
..... ith the Inlellec 8.
You asked for a book list. I'd say reael, in this
order "Alpha Brain WtNet' or "Biofeedback," in our
catalog. followed by Barbara Brown's "New Mine, New
Body" and then perhaps Ornstein's "Psychology of Mind
Consciousness." Tart's" Altered States of Consciousness"
is hetNier going, but good.
Robert M. Coppock
Customer Service
Aquarius Electronics
P. O. Bos96
Albion, CA 95410

A good version will include all the possible com·
mands plus a control·c intterupt so you are stuck until
YOO type the name of the program to reach the END
instr..,ction.
'The MAR K 8 plans mow a digital to analog converter hooked onto the output part. Programs to produce waveforms are glvl'ln. Better would be to latch
the output into a D to A converter and then control a
voltage controlled amplifier or oscillator or filter. The
Altair's 256 outputs would make a jim dandy synthesizer.
Has anyone got a program to correct spelling
errors? And on that subject I almost took a job at
the loc;,I newspaper repairing their electronics. Far
out all typewriters in the place hwe the same type.
Time to format the paper and they feed everything into
a reader that puts it all on mag tape. The IBM then uses
format programs to put ....lIfYthing into place and then
zips it off on computer controlled typesetting machines.
XANAXAN
WIZARD OF NICE NINE
Joe W. McCarty
2700 Comanche Drive
Amarillo, TX 79109
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Da-It-Vouraelf
You asked that people who heve acquired Altair,
write, 50 here I am writing. I Just completed the basic
unit of the 8800 (CPU and 256 words memory) and am
very Impressed. The quality of the kit Is as good or
better than Heathkits, which is e compliment. My only
aiticism il the uneven presentation in the operation/
theory manual. On the one hand they go into great
detail about the binary system (elementary for nearly
all computer nuts), but then glolSover the programming
aspects of the Intel 8080. Wish they could include a
few more expertly written sample programs and routines.
For ex.-nple, what is the best way to add two numbers
in scientific notation form with 10 digit mantissas and
two digit exponents?
The big news is that the school where I teach
(the Hervard School in North Hollywood - independent
.chool for boys grades 7 - 121 hes taken my IUggestion
and ordered the Altair DOS/ltl system, in kit form I
YM folks, the kids and I are actually going to BUILD
our own computer this sommer, ell for under $6K.
We'll keep you posted about this project, because I
think it's 5Omethino many schools could and should
do. Why spend many megabucks on hardware and
endless maintenence agreements (we almost boug,t a
DEC system for $70K, which means about S7K per
year maintenance) when you can have the unparalled
learning experience of bullding and caring for your
own.
At the National Computer Conference, I asked the
Altair people about a timesharing operating system,
since we would like to have multiple simultaneous
usef1 on our school system. Their response was "Why
use timesharing when each person can have his own
processor for under $6007' Indeedl t So now there
is a conflict in my mind, which I would appreciate having
resell/ed through discussion/communication among
computer builders/hobbyists:
THESIS: Timesharing allows mUltiple users,
sharing a common memory (stored programs). DIsadvantage is complicated operating system, and fact
that a Mflous malfunction shuts 8IIerybody down.
ANTITHESIS: Everyone gelS his own Altair
8800 with say 4K of memory and simple BASIC.
One Altiar has 16K with disk for the big programs.
Advantages: fester running times. and malfunctions
won't shut everyone down. Disadvantage (big):
inefficient use of memory (redundant operating
systems), and no commonly shared data base.
POSSIBLE SOLUTION: Is there some way to
multiplel( several processors connected to a single
large memory? Could we have several 8800's running
on say lK of internal memory but interfaced with say
20K of "common" memory? This may be an elementary
computer design problem (I don't know; it seems easy
enough). Is someone willing to construct such a system
with the necessary software? I think it would be
tremendously valuable to schools and other users.
I hIWe enjoyed reading the newsletter very much.
and would appreciate hearing from anyone who would
like to communicate. As I've indicated, I'U be heavily
into designing this school system, with BASIC and
machine langJage operating systems, geuing all the
good games running, etc. We already have been running
timest\ared BASIC for five years using TTY's, acoustic
couplers, and commercially purchased computer time.
so we know what wf/re aiming for at the minimum.
Thanks again for the good work.
Gene Murrow
Harvard School
3?00 Coldwater CInyon
N. Hollywood, CA 91604
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Hooked on Star Trek

Forellight
Video Gamee
I hIM! been onder the unfortunate impression
linoe Ian veer thlt the pee WH dead, and only throu~
a chWlCe encounter with the latest Qahlmltion did I
conclude that vou're alive and well and living in the

Bay Area.
I (or father we) are Foresight, and while we Ife
not III far along as you (one month fonnelly) and not
as pure (we are not non-profit) we .re intermed in the
same kinds of things IS VOIJ. Of course, since we are
profit motivated we don't anticipate living off of the
same kinds of things 8S
we aim to provide business
software and in the future sy5tems for business and
Bducation. But at our (or at least my) heart. pee has
the right way. Way back., maybe in 1973, I had some
thoughts about the pee: ellen remember reading
something by Bob in Saturday Review of Education
and saying "precisely". The part of Foresight which
will eventually do that kind of thing is KIDS: Kehoe
Interactive Data Systems. In the Fall, we hope to
hlllle a small mini (maybe a POPS or even CLASSIC)
to carry around in our van to demo at schools and
teach intro BASIC within existing math cia",", I'll
keep in touch.
We are just getting into the programming business,
and hence are still working at miscellaneous Jobs in
computet'S, etc. All except Macv, our salesman, who
is off to Nova Scotia on his bike (I should say bicycle).
When we get Macy back to town in AutJlst. maybe
we'll get out there to visit. Anyway, keep up the
good work.

pee:

Miles Kehoe
Macy Teetor, III
5524 Willow Street
New Orleans. LA 70115

_

.....nal Expao lance

For any hobbyists out there, I can recommend the
following from penonal experience:
Machi". LanVol&g8 Programming for the 8008 from
Scelbi Computer Consulting, 1322 Rear, Boston Post
Road, Milford CT 06460. Price is $19.95

Jam" Elec:tronict, P. O. Box 822, Belmont, Ca. 94002.
For parts - fastest sef't/ice I haole experienced. Good
prices on prime integrated circuits. Reputed to honor
their guarantee instantly.
Poly Paks, P. O. 80x 942E, Lynnfield, Ma 01940also good, but a linle slower. Still fester than
industrial parts hOUSMI
The Computer Hobbyist, Bo)( 295, Cary, NC 27511.

Hal Singer's MICR()'8 Ute'" Group Newsfetter.
Excetlentlll Start herel Address: Cabrillo HS, 4350
Constellation, Lompoc, CA. 93436.
The Digital Group'•• tuff. Also excellentl Calculator
chip interface, cassette Interlace, beautiful TVT, etc.
P. O. 80)( 6528, Denver, CO 80206
Robert Cook for CREED (Baudot Codel.TTYs.
Excellent man. Unt&alievably helpful. Give him your
business. Write to him at Wilco)( Enterprises, 25 W.
178 - 39th St. Naperville, IL 60540.
Edward DeGraaf
8516 - 47th St. No. 13
Lyons, IL 60534

I've got an Altair 8800 and I would like to be on your
liUbscrlption list. I have at the moment the basic Altair
with 258 bytes and a KSR 33. I have on order Parallel
I/O, TTY I/O, Cassette I/O, 12K dYMmic RAM,
Assembler, text editor, system monitore)(tended
BASIC and like that.
With the above stuff and nuffhopefully to be
developed by Or. Suding and the Digital Group I plan
to be able to do my own video games.

J. Scott Williams
P. O. Box 932

I've got an Altair up and running. I should have a TV
Typewriter hooked to it before long. Next I hope to
get either MIT$' BASIC or yours or somebodYs. I
noticed you were ltarting a 5eries on a BASIC interpreter
Is that going to come off; I'm so hooked on Star Trek .
and other computer gIIfne$ I can't wait.
I raally liked the article by Steve Oompier on
"Music of A Sort". I had my Altair spewing forth
~t St~ens, Beatles and even a little ROiling Stones
In no tIme. It liked "Daisy" best for some strange

reason.
I'll keep you informed in how things Clra coming
along and would be glad to hear from other people
on how their projects are going.
From the land of Budweiser
(Anchor Steam costs too much down here)

Bellingham, WA 98225

Bob Beard
721 30th 51.

Hermosa Beach, Ca. 90254

Computers far !:he PerformIng Art:a
The person with the names and addresses of
.. those interested in jOining a 8800 Altair Users Group
(San Diego) is:
Frank Maclachlan
Gamma Scientific, Inc.
3777 Ruffin Rd.
San Diego, Ca. 92123

LINE LENGTH - On phototypesetting input,
would look up character width for each character typed
and WOUld. decide when to end each line. Would figure'
word spacing needed to Justify right margin. Would be
~yphenlll5S JustifiCiition until dictionaty project il on·
hne, then would automatically look up word splitL
DICTIONARY - Would put about 35,000 word
apelling dictionary, with word splits indicated, onto
floppy dill:.. As writer completes wOrds on keyboard,
computer wdllook them up In dictionary and beep it
unfind. That indicates either misspelling or unusual
word. Freudian slips will be immune from this treatment,
since the typo complete. a word, althou~ the wrong

As I told you, I'm getting into low-cost computers
because I'm starting a nonprofit organization to promote the performing artl (classical music, theaterl
and our production system (IBM Exec., + headline
machine) prOoled too slow to get out the kind of
wo<d.
publication and other services we wish to offer. Instead
ADDRESS MANAGEMENT - Probably on floppy
of starting an empire of "sllIIIes" and "gofen" to
disc. Since nearly all addresses .. re in San Diego and
accomplish the work, I'd rather go into a hl!tter level
San Diego County, city, state and complete zip code can
technology.
be coded with Just a three-digit number (county zips
So we would go to keyboard and CRT display
a zero and two numbers, San Diego zips a one and two
for input, with printer output (giving "hard" copy
numbers). This should be a time saver for address mainproof, handling correspondence and address labels)
tenance (approximately 1/3 of timel, as well as conserving
and another output to a phototypesetter (probably
storage. There are appro)(imately 50 county zips (45
an old Photon).
citiesl. File would be by zip. Alphabet readout not
Instead of paper tape, the PhOton would get
necessary if we keep a card file, so must decide whether
modified to read Philips cassette. Looks like mag
to have electronic or card alphabet file.
tape machine might be Phi·Deck (completely electronic
Another problem we want to purliUe in parallel is
oontrot, can search a 3().minute cassette in 2()'25 sees.
that
of
keyboards. Want to try a number of low-co$t
is dual track - from the Economy Corp., 80)( 25308,
keyboards to see if they can comfortably be used by
Octahoma City, OK 73125).
someone working all day on them, as typist would.
I'd like to pursue multiple answen to some of
Hlllle seen one keyboard only a hunt·and·peck specialist
our needs. Both TVT2 and the Suding CRT interface
would tolerate. This would flunk our specifications.
look promising. In the case of TCT2, I'd like to
How are we going to pay for this program. Hlllle
modify it to use the Motorola clc 128·character chip.
talked to a newspaper group and they are unfamiliar
A5 to the Suding, would want to fitJlre out how to
with all of this stuff. Am StJ9!J8S1ing they pay for it all,
hook it to a DEC LSI·ll.
and get report on our effort, hllle a lab with it all
As to computers, I want to see about getting
running lIIIailable to them. In addition, they will haole
quickly and easily (laugh here) into a 8008 of some
aided our nonprofit cultural project. I think this
sort, with Suding CRT Interface. At same time, would
is the kind of stuff a newspaper could use quite
like to take our Altair 8800 budget and put it into
effectively (for instance, 15 5uding CRT displays and
Digital Equipment Corp LSI-11 (completely compatible
keyboards interlacing with $1,000 DEC LSI-l1 and
POP·l1, 16·bit machine with Incredibly versatile
floppy disc dictionary, the CRTs, tape units etc., average
instruction set, 4K of RAM, selling for $990 for one,
$600 per Single unit, very cheap when compared to
$653 for 50-99, backed by DECUS users' organization
appro)(imate - $4,000 per unit for current 5electric/
with 175 programs, free membership and reasonable
OCR systeml.
program acquisition cost. _
I'm going to send copies this letter to area computer
Our computer would handle all word processing
II)(perimenters. Also some non·area.
for the organization, es well as some for San Diego
Symphony, Opera, Old Globe, etc. Also would maintain
subscriber addresses. Eventually might handle accounts ~
Bill McLaughlin, Editor
receivable. Word Processing problems follow:
B
L
Program Guide
~
80)( 15B

+

; '!.(1]

S,m L,i, R.y, c •.•2068

\Hardw.re Stuff

From OUter Space
I lust received volumes 2 and 3 or your
MiJCellaneous commenu:

MWSp8p8r.

(1) What's all this about dragons771 (Dragons would
stay INlay from computers. Their fiery breath would
burn out the ICs.)
(2) Why does the "low cost home/school microprocessor system" use COSMAC7 It Is the most expensive
microprocessor I know of.
(3) More suggestions for INCHWORM: Add a

conditional branch capability. and perhaps 8 WAIT
provision (stay somewhere for a while).
(4) I doubt if BASIC is the best lanlJ.lage for
an.1I homemade systems wh.... memory is limited. A
RIYBI'M Polish notation language similar to the system
used on HP calculators would use less memory, be
simpler to develop, and interpret faster. I hope to
play around with such .lanlJlage.nc;j maybe wen implement it if and when I get around to building a microcomputer. (My Interests are primarily theoretical - I
don't usually actually do things, just figure out how.)
(5) The 00 It Yourself PDP·S or Microproces5Ol"1

Strike AgainllEdward Epp & Sorosh Ahmed, take note.)
& glt rid of those TTL books, they won't be needed.
b. Writ. and ask Intenil, 10900 N. Tlntau Av •. , Cupertino,
Ca. 95014, for information on their IM6100 mk:roproeessot' Ind ... pport circuitry 16508 RAM, .tc.l. Th.
IM6100 is. 12 bit microproclS5Or with the PDP-S
instruction SIt. It is a fairly expensive microproclS5Or
but has the additional advantageS of In on mlp clock,
m, being CMOS, opefates Oller In extended tlmp.,.
hire range, has fully static internal Circuitry, doesn't need
~l"ion ot the ,i~e 5 to 10voh pow.r a.pplV, aocl
onlv use •. 01 watt of power, as well IS having excellent
nolSllmmunlty.
Co Design the CPU, using CMOS ... pport circuits (see
later sectionl.
d. Decide on the memory to be used. If you settle tor
2102s. the whole system with 4K bytes of memory
would cost between $500 and $700. If, how...,er, yOlir.
willing to pay aroond $300 pef kilobyte of memory,
you could mike an all CMOS system with _.ral
malor «Nantages:
1. It would operate at 1 0 volts and would therefore be
faster.
2. It would run on batteries (rechargable) and could
easily be built into a briefcase for I portabl. system
1$40 would add I solar battery chargld).
3. Continuously applied power would make the
memory nonvolatile.

40'!(,

e. Build h.
(6) All Star Tm PlOVlIfflS I've seen land some
I haven't) are based on a space battll - but the show
isn't. I've invented a Star Trek gam. (G20) that isn't
battle based. It Is played on a huge 3-D board and the
prImary objective is to explore planets. If anyone has
several months of computer time and would like to try
programming it let me know and l'U ... pply a more
detailed explanation. Warning: It's complicated.
Definitely not for BASIC.
171 More Star Trek. My former hiWl school
ked a HP9100B programmable calculator and I
programmed it to draw the Enterprise and Klingon
ships. I'm including a copy. The Klingon program
is probably one of the most sophisticated programs
ever written for the 91008. After two revisions,
every possible step swing technique and some impos~ble ones are used to cram the program in the 392
step capability of the machine. Anyone want the
programs?

(S) The 'Warp Factor (no, this doesn't have any·
thing to do with Star Trek) - my high school also t\ed
a timeshare terminal for an IBM 360. I discOll8t'ed that
outputting an integer -2 variabll betv.teen 256 and
511 inhibited output and had all sorts of exotic effectiOn FORTRAN, of course.) This number, named the
Warp Factor (also how tilted our pool table wasl), came
in handy quite a few times. Anyon. with an IBM 360
termInal might want to experiment with it. I have no
Idea it it worlu on other systems.
(9) Back to hardware - most of this has been
.nt to the MICRO-8 Group
Use CMOS for all newcircuits. The long pr.
dicted CMOS price drop has rendered aU TTL based
8008 and nearly all TTL 8IJJO circuitry obsolete. See
POP·8 section for the advantages of CMOS.
Stay away from dynamic RAMs. They're
designed for big systen'll and just aren't economical
tor small systeml. For a 4K RAM try the Electronic
Memories & Magnetic 4401 & 4402. They are lightning
fast, static, and probably cost a fortune. If "charJlI
pump" 4K RAMs are out they would be an alternetive.
(sernlstatlc and even tast....)
Don't buy the Altair 8800. It's TTL and now
vastly OIIerpI'icm. 8uild your own and save 60%.
If even that is too Dpens;ve, keep a very close
eye on MOS Technology's 6601. Altho It won't be
..,ailable until late this year, the 1PO quantity price
Is only $201 and it's NMOS with 8080 capabilitilL
~ 1000 IS I find out something about the ICs.
I hope to design imprOlled 80C11 end 8080 microcomputers. I'll keep yoo up to date on my .HortL
Incidentally, \'11 be taking lOme minicomputer
courses at Johns Hopkins Univenity this fall. It
should be Interesting. Well, that'. all for now.

Bobby Btl.lm
6607 Pyl. Rd.
Bethesda, M 0 20034

Note on HP 91008 plots - I'm nearly out of
Enterprises 10 I couldn't $lOCI I full sheet of paper.
Arithmegig Is the mathematical division of GIPPGIG
Consolideted Enterprises, my one man complWlY that
does nearly everything.

lID Bua-AitaIr
I'v. done something that might be of Interest to you

a'1d your readers. I've designed and built a parallel
I/O BUS for my Altair. Back in March, my $397
Altair with 256 words of memory was running - with
no hope of getting eny more goodies from MITS for a
good long while - I decided to design my own I/O
interface with IS little impact al possible on the

basic SIJJO I/O configuration.
I liked the RGS Electronics I/O BUS
philosophy - 256 I/O devices multi.cJropped on a
single I/O BUS and providing input, output, and
control to each devica - so that'. what I did.
My circuit uses four Altair I/O port addresses to
prOliid. the parallel I/O capability. Actuelly I've
only taken three ports as my CONTROl,trobe coresides on prot 256 with the Altair sense switches.
The RGS Electronics parallel I/O board (or kit) can
be used to interface an I/O device to the parrallel
I/O BUS. Th...efore, any RGS Electronic. I/O
device can be run on the Altair - or your own device
Of you can construct your own I/O device interf-.
Anyway ... it really wort.:s great.
The parallel I/O interface board recognizes
addresses 252, 253, 254 and 255, and according to
the actual address decoded - plus thecornmandtself

I/IP or alP) provides a strobe siglal (Mlect d ....ic.,
input, output, or control out) down the I/O BUS.
Data from the 8080 AC accompanies the strobe to the
previous/y selected device interface. If the strobl is
I select, all I/O device interfaces on the BUS taka the
data as a device address. If an address match occurs,
that daviee is then the selected device and will I1Imain
.Iected. Selecting a non-existant devlce will d.select
all devie.. on the I/O BUS.
I built my original parallel I/O BUS Interface on
a breadboard Ut's still therel), but as soon as time
permits, I'm going to build it on an Altair 88 PPCB.
Hopefully, by the time you get this not., It'll be on
the 88PPCB. Of tour. - it can also be built on a
SSM Gao...1Purpose board.
I'm putting together a full set of documentation
I heve some friends who want to build it - and when
I hIVe it completad (hopefully within a week) 1'1/ send
you a copy.
Jim Srick
820 Sweetbay Drive
Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086

nnu.Ic & 13........ & I Ching
I Just finished reading Vol. 3 Nos 1-4, and I 1m
ntally pcited. As soon esschooi starts again, 1'1/ be
writing tome plogr8mS of course. A few of the things
that I'm going to be doingI CHING a complete printout.. hpagram, decision,
a>mmentery, everything. Using initialization of RND
to gonerate tICICh line.

MUSIC PROGRAMS something to c::ornpose It {softwltnt}
and print a staff something to play it directly from
the TTY withoot completely rewirIng the TTY (becau.
m the IChools TTY).
SOMETHING to generate words. which II the rltlSOfl
thills on graph paper, I used my last plec. of rIV-Jlar
paper to write Byron Caloz (PCC, Mil', '75 page 10)
about his SUMWRD. What I have Is I formula for
monosyllable possible English words. See yoor local
copy of "Essays on Language and Usag.r" for more, it's
one of the .... ys. I have a roogh program tit only
wort.:. half the tima) and I do 911 some words off it.
Another thing that I am thinking about Is using
a mini to control some espec:ts of a synthesizer, aim
as maybe anvtiope or hOWl about sticking I mjn~
composer in there and then jam along with itl As soon
• I get some dough together I am building a synth, 10
I'd apprecilte any info you guys have on all aspects of
synths. hard and soft wise.
Another thing that I want to do Is to program some
really complex simulations, the socio-econom-politico
polemic kind, which is avery kind. My school has two
TTY's, SO what I'd like to do is to Inter-connect them and
get the computer to act as an umpire Ind bookkeeper
using lSI (that's limited strategic Intelligence). Maybe
you could play against the computer in a gam. PJch
• USN or Oiplomacy - any thoughts on that? Along
thilllne, do you have a run of STAR TRADER in any
issua? If not.. I'd really like to see it.
Maybe you'd like someone to write an article on
this. If you don't mind, I'd like to help. Also, if you
know of anyone with similar interests, I'd appreciate it
If you connected us.

•
Tony Audas
5530 Pebbleshir. Rd.
Birmind'lam, MI 48010

THE ENERGY PRIMER
Portola Institute

200 pages

If all of the recent books and articles on non-depletable energy
resources spawned by the "Energy Crisis" were to be judged on
the basis of the contribution they can make to the average
reader's energy picture, most would serve their highest as barberue
lighters. After showing you how to harness the tides of the Bay
of Fundy for only $60,000,000 or heat your house with solar
energy for $14,000 or pave the Southwestern desert with solar
cells, most authors have shot their wad.
Not so with the Portola Institute's (The Whole Earth people)
"Energy Primer", While the Primer does not totally ignore the
more grandiose schemes that are the stuff that Sunday supplements
are made of, by far the larger part of the book is made up of
information usable to the individual or small community.
The section on wind power presents an almost total picture of
the state of the art, of generating electricity, pumping water or
running a milt with wind, The sources, prices and application
information are enough to permit an economic analysis just from
the information contained in the book. Just as in the sections on
solar, water and biofuel, you are first given an overview of the
theoretical factors involved. This is both comprehensive enough
to be understandable to any layman p')ssessed of the practical
skills needed to start out on a program of energy independence.
Next comes a listing of additional reference sources, and comprehensive data on most of the wind machines available on the
'
market tooay.

f1 0 fl\

The configuration of the other sections follows the same pattern
of introduction, explanation, references and sources. One of
the characteristics that I as an Engineer appreciate is the fact that
none of the authors make it sound easy, There is none of this
"$200 makes you free of PG & E (or Can Ed) forever." The
difference between being tied to the infinite capacity of a utility
and having to match your demands to your own resources is
clearly brought out. tn fact, some of the energy discipline this
book suggests would be a good idea for us all to practice &Jen when
'Ne do have utility connections.

If any section of the book could be said to be my favorite, it would
be the section on Architecture. Here, one of the most important
lessons, how to configure your residence to require less total energy
input, is given thorough treatment Even the apartment dweller
can find valuable advice to cut down energy use without degredation of comfort. If the principles expounded here were to
become general practice, the Arabs would be out of their
Cadillacs and back on camels in no time. Closer to home, more
of the paycheck would be left for the finer things in life.
This is one of the few books about which it can be said, there
is something in it for &Jeryone.

tn8
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More and more the energy resources of the world are coming under the
control of international corporations and energy cartels, Growing scarcities
01 energy and natura l resources will continue to determine major political
policies in the future, To balance this trend, we need to diversify and
d isperse the physical energy base and dilute the growing economic power
bases • .. a trend that will help us aU, The most Obl';OUf way to do thn
is co develop and adopt SCJIlcd-doVln rcneVlOJble energy systems rhat are
utilized vlhere they are needed lind designed for local environments and
requiremenrs. The new politics of self·sufficiency ... relying on ourselves
and our own decentralized energy resources, .. will conflict with the
present politics of centralized institutions and industry. Hopefully, in time,
it will come to supplement this tradition rather th.n conflict with it, The
important thing is that we generate as many options as we can for a future
whose course grows more uncerl ain every day,
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\'!e should have no ill usions about local energy sv'tems. Our exaggera·
t<:d .,t<;..od~ "lIIn',1 be supp lied by sol ar, wind, water and biofuel energy
, 'c.ne.
The prerequisite to using any renewable enelgy system is
COllSERVATtON. W.thout conservation, techniqves and d~viCH for
.,,'OJ r~r,<::/~hte energy wi ll alw.ys seem impractical and will always
make little economic sense,
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BASIC, Albrecht, Finkel & Brown, 1973, p. 323 - $3.95
Basic BASIC, James Coan. 1970, p. 256 - $7.45
BASIC PROGRAMMING. Kemeny & Kurtz, 1967, p. 145 - $6.95
COMPUTERS & COMPUTATION, Scientific American, p. 280 - $6.00
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